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Computer Pre-Registration
Well Accepted By S-tudents

MOVIE MAKERS • Pan Am President Ralph Schilling presents Jackie Rainey with her
college diploma wmte Homer ~na., assistant to the president, looks on. The scene is part
of an industrial film and booklet to be dlstribute<Lto the 32,000 employees of the Phillips
Petroleum Company through tout the the world. Part of the film was shot on the Pan Am
campus last Frid•"'

0

Another semester is underway at Pan American
University. It will probably
be just like any other semester. The only thing is Spring
Semester 1977 started of differently.
The "new" thing is priority registration. Pan Am instigated priority registration
with graduate students last
fall and this semester advanced to both graduate and
undergraduate.
About three months in
advance students were given
complete information in Valley newspapers on how
priority registration was going to be carried out. The
administration, faculty and
students were all awaiting
pre-registration.
Now it's all over. Classes
have started and the only
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thing left to do is analyze did have problems such as
priority registration.
some students getting too
many hours and some too
"All in all, it's gone very few but that was because
well," Bill Morris, director of a faculty course request
of admissions, said. He said form. They didn't fill them
7,185 students actually went out right, he said.
through priority This figure
By today late registration
is about 2,000 short of the will be over and most of the
expected total enrollment schedule changes such as
of more than 9,000 students, dropping or adding a course
according to Morris.
will be over and things will
"Those students who act- get together with the other
ually paid out or accepted people who have been worktheir computerized class ing on priority registration
schedule were 6 ,227 ," he with us and workout some
continued. "For one reason things," he explained. He
or another 958 students said there really aren't any
defined changes for the next
voided their schedule."
He explained most of the priority _registration yet.
According to Morris, the
958 students had an address
problem. "Some people did majority of campus populanot file an address change tion likes priority registrawith us. Some packets were tion. "Basically, l think stureturned because of bad ad- dents, faculty and adminisdresses and still others did tration are satisfied with
not put the address of the priority registration. We'll
place where they were go- make some changes, but
ing to be during the Christ- very few."
mas holidays, Morris said.
One thing Morris did
Morris agrees there really mention was priority regishaven't been any problems tration was better for everywhith pre-registration. "I body else except the Admisthink the faculty and stu- sions Office. "We've actually
dents have to learn how to added work for admissions
makesome
procedure and registrars. Instead of
changes. They have to learn having regular and late registhe strategy of priority re- tration, we've added priority
gistration," Morris said. "We registration, he said.

El Paso Dean Named
PAU Dean Of Students
Dr. Gilbert de los Santos Grande campus, in El Paso,
was hired at the Jan. 12 as dean ot the college. tte
meeting of Pan American previously held the positions
University's board of regents of dean and associate dean
as dean of students. Dr. de of instructional development
los Santos comes to Pan and coordinator of the
American from El Paso Com- NOVA doctoral program.
The new dean of students
munity College in Colorado,
where he was vice president received his doctorate from
for instruction.
the University of Texas at
Austin in 1972, with a major
After waiting nearly five in higher educational adminmonths, Pan American Uni- istration and minor in ecoversity will have somebody nomics. He was awarded a
to fill the new dean of stu- MBA from Texas A&I in 19dents post beginning in Feb- 67, major studies in business
ruary.
administration and minor
Prior to the position in studies in economics.
Colorado, de los Santos
Dr. de los Santos received
was associated with El Pa- his BBA from the University
so Community College, Rio of Houston in 196 5.

Honors for de los Santos
mclude Who's Who in American Junior Colleges; cum
laude, University of Houston; and nominations in
process for Outstanding
Young Men of America and
Who's Who Among Hispanic
Americans.
He is a member of Phi
Delta Kappa, American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges, Theta
Kappa and National Council for Resource Development Officers.
Dr. de los Santos an
and his wife Nora have three
children:
Michael,
10;
Robert, 7; and Marisa, 3.

Anniversary Corn-,,,,ittee
Budget Set At $30,000
to the 50th anniversary year.
Physics professor and director of the Cooperative
Education program, L. A.
Youngman, heads up the
steering committee for the
anniversary plans.

,.

~
LONG LINES - Despite the 7,185 students t~at pre-registere~ f~r the sp~g classes,
some 958 voided their schedules and they along with those who d1dn t pre•rt:gister had to
go through regular registration on Jan. 14. While the lines were long outside the gym,
inside the lines at the drop station were packed.

Faculty Salary Ranks Sixth

Plans for the 50th anniversary celebration at Pan
American University continue as the university's
board of regents has approved a budget of $30,000
for the observance.

The University Bookstore
will carry anniversary items
for sale and the 1976-77
PAU yearbook along with
one issue of the campus
newspaper will be dedicated

Included in the birthday
project, is a Letterman's
Day planned for Feb. 26.
All Pan Am coaches and lettermen will receive special
recognition at the HardinSimmons Pan Am basketball game that night, with
plans for a barbecue and
party.

HEP Graduates 114 Shldents

A convocation will take
place in October. A banquet
and alumni dance is scheduled for the same weekend.
The budget also includes
special art and music programs, a time capsule to be
buried in the new Learning
Resource Center on campus,
a brochure about Pan American, anniversary emblems
and stationery and other
special events.

The High School Equivalency Program at Pan
American University graduated 114 students at the
end of the fall semester,
according to Imelda Pena
job developer for the HEP'.
Certificates of award
were given to Guadalupe
Longoria and Maria de!
Rosario Guevara for reading;
Armandina Casas and Rey
Eufracio for science; Miguel
Arjona Jr. and Rodolfo
Garcia and Armandina Casas
for math; Maria de! Rosario
Guevara,
Marcelina
Rodriguez
and
Teresa
Plaomares for literature;
Mary Lou Salinas and Noe
Cisneros for grammar; Beni-

The average annual salary
of the 276 faculty members
at Pan American is $17,369,
sixth highest among the 34
state instutions of higher education, according to figures
supplied the Texas Associa-

Ex-students from 1971
to Zepda and Zenaida Munoz
for social studies. Tammy to the present were honored
Cellum and Mary Lou Salinas at a reunion reception at the
University Ballroom followfor
women's
athletics; ing the graduation cereArmando Macias for men's mony.
athletics; Benito Salinas for
perfect attendance. Scholarships were awarded to Sylvia
Tagle from the McAllen
McAllen-Knowing where
State Bank and to Marcos
Hernandez from Edinburg to find help with your tax return is particularly important
State Bank.
this year because of the many
Certificates of apprecia- law changes which affect
tion were given to Chris
1976 tax returns.
Kidd, career counselor at
Santos Galvan, director's
Pan American University
and Andy Medina, recruiter representative for the McAlfor the College Assistance len Internal Revenue Service
Office, said that tax help is
Migrant Program at PAU.

1,195
faculty members
averaging $17,740. Then
Sam Houston State pays
390 faculty members an
average of $17,422, or $S3
Highest average pay in a year more than the Pan
the state system goes to the Am average.
28 faculty members of Texas A&I at Laredo at
The 43 full professors at
$19,110.
University
of Pan Am average $25,015,
Houston at Victoria pays SO fifth in the state system after
faculty members an average UT Austin, UT Dallas, Uniof $18,094. In third place is versity of Houston at ClearUT Austin where 2,228 fa. lake and University of Housculty members get an average ton.
$17,896. Fourth is the UniAssociate professors at
versity of Houston with Pan Am average $19,693,
fourth highest after Texas
Woman's University, UH at
Clearlake and Pan American
available at the local office at Brownsville. Pan Am has
74 faculty members at this
from 8-l l:30a.m. and 12: 15 rank.
- 4:30 p.m. weekdays for
Assistant professors at
persons who need individual. Pan Am rank 14th in the
assistance. The office is lo- state in average pay at
cated in the Federal Office
$15,554. There are 93 of
this rank. Pan Am has 50
Building at Main Street and
instructors whose average
East Chicago Avenue.
salary is $ I 3,083, making
them 12th in the state system.
tion of College Teachers by
the Coordinating Board,
Texas College and University System.

IRS Offers Tax Aid

* * * * *
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Student Senate Activities

(

By Sam Saldivar

ket) in which students and
organizations may buy, sell
services, trade or exchange
items, goods materials or
consumables.
4. Ice Machine - This
proposal came about through
the determination of various
students and the head residen~ of b?th dorms in cooperation with the Student Aff~irs administration. This
piece_ of legi~lation calls for
the mstallat10n of ice machines for use by dorm residents.
5. Extension Of Library
Hours On Weekends - This
resolution introduced by
David Garza, proposes that
by extending the present Iibrary hours students will
benefit by having more of
an opportunity on weekends
to study and do research.
6. Extension Of Hours
For University Center - Submitted for reconsideration
by Senator Garza, this proposal seeks a recreation area
to be opened for certain
hours on weekends.
7. Issuance Of Formal
Evaluation Forms For Faculty - This particular legislation strengthens the already existing faculty evaluations which non-tenure
and some tenured professors
ask student to fill out.
Student response to such
legislation was expressed in
the student opinion poll

to
On behalf of the Student
dents must be graded down are paying the teachers to Senate and its officers, I
by giving "A" students a do: they are being paid
would like to welcome you
"C" and by failing the teach!
back to another semester at
Much
of
the
criticism
of
average ones. An instructor
Pan American University.
Pan
American
University
and
with tenure bragged at the
We hope that your holiday
beginning of a semester Texas Southmost College season was both enjoyable
about being roug,1. He lived comes from egotists wanting and relaxing.
up to his boast. By the end to do no more than to emThroughout last fall seof the term a once-crowded phasize their own "superior" mester the Student Senate,
classroom was nearly empty. educational qualifications. as the student legislative
A chemistry instructor at They should go back and body, has drawn up, introTexas Southmost College, teach at the "super schools" duced and acted upoP nuwhich teaches the first two from where they came, merous pieces of legislation
years at the Brownsville rather than criticizing the and reports. The Student
Division, once remarked in students that they have Senators have reviewed these
class: "Dropping courses is been paid to help educate.
Students
who
have matters set before them and
a favorite sport on this camworked hard for their educa- have taken the action that
pus."
they think is necessary.
Rather than giving away tion have been unjustly
This progressive move
harmed
by
Willcott's
article
degrees to uneducated stuhas promoted a hard drive
which
would
lead
prospecdents, these two South Texas
forward for continued stuschools are requiring people tive employers to believe dent involvement in and
with poor educational back- that a Pan American Univer- growth for Pan American
grounds to spend more than sity degree was worthless.
University. Some of the
the traditional amount of
legislation considered and
time to gain an education.
- - W. L. Fulcher passed during this last fall
And this is what taxpayers
semester was:
I.
Student First Aid
Nead two parttima work·
Program - Proposed by Stuors for the High School
dent Senator David Garza
Equivalency
Program.
Editorial Viewpoint
Their major must be Scithis resolution was accepted
ence and English. Apply
by the Student Senate on
at HEP, Emilia Hall 207.
Oct. 7, 1976. This piece of
Earn $200 weekly stufflegislation reinforces the iming
envelopes
already
portance of receiving and
stamped and addressed.
T~e end of ,the_ beginning is probably the best way to upgrading
the
Student
Free supplies. Send selfdescnbe today s inauguration of president-elect Jimmy
stamped,
self~ddrassed
Heal th Services for the beneCarter.
envelope to: Diversified,
fit of the campus commu1206
Camden
Drive
. It doesn't seem too long ago that Richard Nixon threw
nity. Further work needs to
Richmond, VA. 23229 •
m the_ towel. and Gerald F_ofd assumed the presidency be done if any upgrading to
when_ 1t was m a state of polttical bewtlcterment. ~mce mat the present program is to
day 1_n August 1974 the course of American politics has ever be a reality.
steadily undergone a conversion phase.
2. Constitutional AmendFrom The Editor ... .
It seems almost ironic that the 19 76 presden tial election ment To The Student And
should ~all on the {!nit~d States' 200th birthday. 1976 pro- To The Standard and ConMonday's execution of Supreme Court: Opinions
bably will go down m history as the year of rebirth for both duct Booklet - Proposed by Gary Mark Gilmore is a clear vary and every individual
the Democratic Party_ and the American political system.
Senator Ponce Duran this example of Webster's defini- should have the right to
At noon today Jimmy Carter will utter the 35 words revision to the present stu- tion-to put to death in con- express his or her view.
eve,?' other p resident has recited before assuming office.
The Pan American recogconstitution and the fo rmity to a legal sentence.
. I do sole_mnly swear that I will faithfully execute the dent
nizes that Pan Am students
Standard
And Conduct
The
final
hours
saw
desoffice of _P_res1dent of the United States, and will to the best booklet calls for the estaband faculty are concerned
perate pleas and attempts to
of my ability, preserve, protect and defend the Constitution lishment
of the Pan Ameri- hold up the scheduled killing with the issues of today
of the United States."
and for that reason it welcan University Court of Ap. Although the Carter victory was close, the game was peals by combining the re- of the Utah man, but in comes readers' viewpoints
w~ner-ta~e-all and for Grits and Fritz the next four years sponsibilities and authorities the end the people of the and comments for a new
will certamly prove to be difficult. Carter's outstanding grin of both judicial bodies the state of Utah prevailed or column {Collegiate Forum)
may turn out to be a "grin and bear it" situation before it student court, the Student did they?
to be found on its editorial
all ends.
It seems queer that capi- page.
Grievance and Faculty-StuAs . the world awaits to see the "peanut farmer" from dent Displinary Committees tal punishment can be deAll copy must be submitGeorgia _carry through with his aspirations, the Republican into a unified and central clared legal and moral while ted by 4 p.m. the Friday
Party will regroup to reorganize itself and watch t·he D
. body to which students may abortion is still seen as mur- before publication to the
crats take a shot at it.
emu- appeal.
der. Capital punishment-a editor at Emilia Hall I 00.
Looking back at history some memorable words-for this
3.
Student Exchange- sort of "eye for eye" ritual Mailed entries should be
political occasion might be John F. Kennedy's "Ask not Proposed by Senator Garza something opponents clai~ addressed
to
Collegiate
what your country can do for you; ask what you can do for and Secretary - Treasurer is an archaic form of barbar- Forum, c/o: The Pan Ameyour country."
rican, Emilia Hall 100 EdinJudy Flores, this legislation ity.
Good luck Jimmy!
was accepted by the Student
Will execution solve 'the burg, Texas, 78539. '
In all cases entries must
'lb
Senate on Oct. 21. It calls problem or just add to al· · G1 ert Tagle for the establishment of the ready existing problems and be double-spaced and signed
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,1 Student Exchange {flea mar- decisions that face the U.S. by the author.

Editor's Note: The following letter concerns an
article published by The
Texas Observer and written by a former English
professor at Pan American
University. The author of
the letter submitted a copy
of her response to the publisher as well as to The Pan
American.
I feel compelled to write
in response to the article entitled "Failure at Pan Am"
by Paul Willcott, which appeared in the Nov. 12, 1976
issue of The Texas Observer. I am of the opinion that
Willcott did a great disservice to the students and
graduates of Pan American
University.
Being a part-time student
with senior standing at the
Pan American Brownsville
campus, I cannot believe
that the university is "failing to provide its students
with any kind of an education," as Willcott asserts.
Admittedly, admission requirements are lower at Pan
Am than at other institutions.
Moreover, it is probably
true that students may have
a poorer high school background in the South Texas
area. After all, many of
these learning the language.
But, given these circumstances, Pan Am is answering the need to strengthen
these students' back grounds
. . . by encouraging them to
repeat courses in order to
improve their grades. This
enables underpriviledged individ uals to gain an education even though more than
the traditional four years
may be required.
Some schools seem to
take the position that students who have to repeat
courses are not bright
enough to graduate with a
high grade point average.
Pan Am, by recognizing that
bright individuals with poor
educational
backgrounds
may require more time to
learn and sometimes must
repeat courses, is serving the
needs of South Texas.
If I ever received a grade
that was not earned at Pan
Am, I also encountered a
number of "rough instructors who felt that the stu-

Carter At Bat

Pan Am·
Classified~-
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conducted by the Student
Senate at fall registration.
The senate has thus tried
to demonstrate a progressive and strong position in
dealing with and recognizing students as important
member of this campus community,
members
with
strong opinions and feelings
that should be the concern
of this administration.
Student Senate meetings
are held bi-monthly in the
University Center on the
third floor at 5:30 p.m. The
first meeting for the spring
semester is scheduled for
Jan. 27. Student Association
offices are located in University Center 3 I 4. The senate meetings are open to all
students.
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Dr. Fred Cunningham

Success Nothing New To "Oklahoma Boy"
Dr. Fred Cunningham,
new director of Pan American University-Brownsville,
has been going to school
or teaching school for the
past seven years. He was
dean of the School of Education for PAU-Edinburg.
The "Oklahoma boy,"
as he refers to himself
said, "I've had a lot of ex:
periences through .the Roaring 20's, the depression, the
war years and the 'Johnny
can't read' years." I have
a rather firm philosophy
that has been successful in
whatever I've set out to do."
He attributes his success
to "what Edison said about
inventiveness being 99 per

********
Vela Returns As

UCPC Director
After a 16-month absence
from his duties as University
Center Program Council Director, Tony :Vela has returned to the job.
Vela was granted a leave
of absence on Sept. 5, 1975,
to do graduate work at
Michigan State University in
East Lansing, Mich. While at
Michigan State, Vela did
graduate work in college student personnel administration. While there Vela also
served as graduate assistant
in residence hall programs
and worked full-time as a
staff member administrator.
Vela began his first day
on the job at Pan Am on
Jan. 3. Judy Burks who had
temporarily replaced Vela as
UCPC director, has returned
to teaching duties in the Education Department.
Vela says "It's good to
be back," and he plans to
push an intensive program
of activity for PAU. Among
the activities UCPC has
planned for the spring semester are a "big name concert" and a series of lectures on current topics.

cent perspiration and 1 per
cent inspiration."
"Hard work-I've applied
that while coaching major
sports, as a principal and as
a superintendent. For 10
years I was on the commercial side of the desk. The
second year I worked for
the American Desk Manufacturing Co., I was acclaimed
salesman of the year. That
was hard work. There certainly wasn't any geniusness
about it."
This is the kind of philosophy
Dr. Cunningham
passes along to his students.
He teaches two classes each
semester, although it isn't a
requirement in his position.
His "favorite" class is the
History and Philosophy of
Education.
When prodded to further
explain his philosophy, Dr.
Cunningham
answered,
"Honesty. That sounds
corny, but integrity-doing
what people expect you to
do-is important. Also,having
something you believe in and
saying you believe it without
having to think about it.
One of the things that irks
me about educators today is
that when asked what they
believe, it takes them 30
rn;nntP~ to think ::ihout it."

Although he admits to
carrying on a "one-man
running battle" when he has
strong convictions contrary
to the majority, he describes
himself as a "system s man."
He says, " I go along l 00 per
cent with what Dr. Schilling
(president-P AU)
wants.
We've been friends for many
years. He's a man of integrity."
One of Dr. Cunningham's
strongest convictions is that
"this university is for the
students and not for the professional staff. We should
pay more attention to the
number of students we are
keeping out with certain entrance requirements. Some
people think we should have
requirements which eliminate 42 per cent of the graduate applicants. Well, I don't.
I think it's a very serious
indictment of our own undergraduate system. The
(graduate entrance) test is
on verbal and number facility. We re uire all of our

undergraduate students to
tak e English and Math but
we don't teach them en~ugh
to pass the G RE."
Having been a student
for so many years himself,
h as made Dr. Cunningham
sensitive to students' needs.
He says, "It took me four
years to earn my masters
degree and 12 years for the
doctorate. I used to feel a
certain snob appeal because
I was working my way
through school. Then I
found out that the commissioner of education has
done the same thing while
covering many miles. Many
of PAU's students work
while going to school."
When asked about his
hobbies, the stockily built
educator replies, " I'm sports
oriented. I like to fish and
I'm an ardent hunter. Eight
of us from PAU have a hunting lease together. It's the
greatest hunting in the world
around here."
One of Dr. Cunningham's

Country Farm
HUltSElt Y -

more recent hobbies is working with livestock. "I've always liked livestock," he explains. "I own some acreage
and pasture and keep cattle.
My wife says I'll never eat
them. I sold a load for m arket last week and then went
to the store to buy beef."
Dr. Cunningham and his
wife of 32 years have four
children. Two daughters
hold degrees in education.
Their only son is a university student. The Edinburg
Bobcats claim his youngest
daughter as one of their
c h e e r 1 e a d e r s, Dr.
Cunningham claims her as
"the apple of my eye."
Although the efferves-

cent, straight-talking Dr.
Cunningham is open and
easily t alks about himself,
he says, " If I had my way,
I wouldn't even care if you
mentioned my name. I'd
rather you wrote about the
possibility of the future of
PAU-Brownsville. If we continue to grow as we are, we
can expect our first fullfunding as a free-standing
institution during t he next
term of the Texas Legislature."
Coach, teacher, principal,
superintendent, dean, director of a university center will Dr. Fred Cunningham's
next title be president of an
independent university?

TRAVEL!
It's an experience that can be physical
or emotional... sometimes subtle, sometimes
explosive ... conventional or unconventional,
but always enjoyable. Escape today!
It's easy. Just call Gallagher's.
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Car Wash
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Rare Thorny Toothache Tree Grows Well In Valley

I '

By Art Richardson

I.

Years ago my father used
to quote a poem titled,
"Woodman, Save that Tree."
It chronicled the sad life of
a female dominated male
whose only refuge was the
super-smooth slippery bark
of a slippery elm. When hotly
pursued by his irate mate,
his greased-pole han<Uness
stood him in good stead to

climb above her slashing
broom and lashing tongue.
He would have been in a sad
pickle indeed had his nearest
forest product been Pan
American University's somewhat ran "Toothacke Tree."
In the southeast corner
of the Pan Am Fieldhouse
grounds there is a tree often
passed but seldom seen. -It
is not adviseable for anyone
to try to climb the pam.pered

l''M USiNG MY Tt.~T8ooK

N~, STO..N, StJT Q.Pff.R-i'H

t'IC4N "loVttt.. WtL.CoMC.
To SoRRo\fJ iT.

Your Textbook: you need it
for a lot of good reasons!
•
•
•
•
•

to reinforce class lectures
to clarify & complete your notes
to supply details & visual aids
to help prepare for your exams
to keep as a permanent reference

UNIVERSlff
·BOOKSTORE

specimen of "Zanthoxylum Toothache Tree but appear determined by the Hidalgo
clava-herculis" that came to have slightly different County Extension agent.
through the rages of Beulah growth patterns and flowers.
-U--uring the severe weather
split but untrammeled.
Whether or not these are of last _~inter,_ tile PAU §_piny
The PAU maintenance de- the Rue family has not been tree lost all leaves and appartment righted the remains
of the tree after the Valley's j
big wind and 7t recoverea
life but grew into a duaJ ,
trunk unusual for its species.
When the thorny Hercules
Club, as it is also called, is
finally noticed by a person,
many hours of wonder can
be spent studying the unusual patterns of its thom
crusted bark.
In the late spring, it
blooms with clusters of
white blossoms having a ....,~,&1~~...,~~bl
faint, sweet odor. Late in the
fall, it drops clusters of seed
but to date there seem to be
no offspring of the PAU
prickly stick.
According to "Trees of
North American," by C.
Frank Brockman, professor
of Forestry, Emeritus, of
the College of Forest Resources, at the University of
Washington, the Hercules
Club has "alternate, oddpinnately compound, tardily
deciduous leaves, five to
eight inches long."
The seven to 19 leaflets,
one to 2.5 inches long, are
bright green above, paler
and somewhat hairy below;
margins toothed; and its
stems are spiny.
Greenish stamenate and
pistillate flowers on separate
trees are clustered at the
ends of branches.
Brown, wrinkled capsule
1/8 of an inch long, split~
open to release a black seed
on a slender thread can also
be seem. ·
Its spines, 1/5 of an inch
long arm stout, have gray to
brown twigs. The tree, which
rarely grows over 40 feet, has
a short trunk; light-gray
bark, often studded with
stout spines.
There are a few other
spined trees in the Valley
which closely resemble the

Welconte Back!
We Wish You
A Most Successful
4.0 Sentester

peared demised. I_t's b!,lr·
geoning growth thJS spnng
was greeted with relief by
many of this tree's personal
admirers.

College Rings.
The Special Ones.
We'II Get Them For You.
Visit

Us.

Save

Drive

A Lot

and
Remind You Theref1

No. Servlc• Chara•
On Student Accounts

A Little ..
University
Extra Large
StyleXLCB
20 Pennyweight

Traditional
StvleXCB
15 Pennyweight

Lady's Traditional
Style GSCB
5 Pennyweight

Lay Away Plan
Available

FINE CLASS RINGS by JONSIL .

FIRST STATE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
OF EDINBURG
100 East Cano
Edinburg.Texas 78539
MEMBER FDIC

T&G ENTERPRISES
843-2521 or 682-5621
111 ESPERANZA

HIDALGO, TEXAS
IF YOU DIDN'T BUY FROM T & G • "You Paid Too Much'
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Newsbits

Universi-ty Bookstore To Be Open This Evening
The University Bookstore
will be opened tonight from
6:30-8:30 p.m., according
The Music Department
to Phillip Wright, assistant
of Pan American University
manager.
Wright said the bookstore will present pianist David
will be open next week Mon- Renner in concert Friday
day-Thursday from 6:30- at 8:15 p.m. in the PAU
8: 30 p.m. for students to Fine Arts Auditorium.
Renner who holds a maspurchase
textbooks and
ter's degree, performer's
supplies.
Although the book buy- certificate and artist diploback is closed until May, re- ma from the Eastman School
funds will be made if text- of Music, is presently on the
books have been purchased UT Austin music faculty.
He was awarded a Fullfrom the bookstore within
IO days and providing the bright Grant for two years
student has proof of pur- and studies with professor
chase and a student ID, said Friedrich Wuhrer at the
Wright.
Hochschule fur Musik in
Daytime hours for the Munich, Germany, and did a
bookstore are from 7:30 summer's study with Kurt
a.m. to 4·30 p.m.
Neumuller at the Saizburg
Mozarteum.

Piano Concert

Teacher
Examination

The National Teacher
Examination will be administered at Pan American University on Feb. I 9, according to Romulo Martinez,
director of Career Counseling, Placement and Testing.
, The test is designed to
measure knowledge gained
from professional and general education in 27 subjectmatter fields.
Scores from the examinations are used by many states
for certification of teachers,
by many school systems for
selection and identification
of leadership qualities and
the test may fulfill requirements for out-of-state teachers in the acquisition of
Texas certification.
Deadline for making application for the test is Jan.
27.
Further information is
available
by
contacting
Martinez in University Center 116B or calling 3812473.

The program for the evening includes, Sonata m E flat
Major, Op. 122 by Franz
Schudbert; Sonata in C Major, Op. 53, "Waldstein,"
by Beethoven; and Sonata
in F Minor, Op. 5 by
Johannes Brahms.
The concert is open to the
public and free of charge.

Placement
Interviews
The Career Planning,
Placement and Testing office
at Pan American University
is inviting alumni and graduates to sign up for personal
interviews with
visiting
agencies and employers on
campus during January, ac-

The School of Business
Administration at Pan Ame•
rican University will host a
program in risk management
scheduled to meet on Tuesdays from 7-9:30 p.m. in
the school's Business Ad·
ministration Building. The
program begins Jan. 25 and
runs through May 11.
Charles Powell of McAllen wdl conduct the program
which 1s designed to benefit
persons responsible for controlhng the risks of loss
faced by their own firms
such as insurance producers
and consultants who want

to broaden their services to
include complete nsk management counseling.
. The goal of the program
1s to enable candidates to
apply a logical process for
making nsk management decisions which contribute directly and concretely to an
organization's profits and
productivity.
Successful completion of
the three-semester course
and all three national examina tions qualifies a candi•
date for the IIA Associate in
Risk Management diploma.
Interested persons can
contact Powell at 686-7721
for further in format ion re
garding the program, registration and fees.

5 PRinG SemesTeR STuoenT ExcHanGE
• tied mdrket•
STLADENT
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M
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Silvero
Arenas
Silverio Arenas Jr , a 1975 graduate of Pan American University, has been appointed as a research assistant in psychology at Washington State University
The former Pan Am student is a graduate student
in psychology at WSU
where he 1s working toward
a Ph D dl·gree
Arenas is the son of
Silverio Arenas Sr. of Donn~ . •••

Interviews will be conducted on Jan. 28 by Dr.
David Warner, University of
Texas, for the LBJ School
of Public Affairs graduate
program.

Management
Program

OTG

Pat Morse
Pat Morse, a member of
the subcommittee on agricultural labor in the U. S.
House of Representatives,
visited Pan American University in December to see
how the College Assistance
Migrant Program and the
High School Equivalency
Program operated.
Morse's inspection was to
determine 1f federal funding
for government-sponsored
CAMP and HEP programs
should be continued, according to Clementine Cantu,
director for HEP at Pan
Am.
Following the inspection
Morse told The Pan American she would indicate funds
be continued or even expanded. She said the responsibility of federal funding
may be transferred from the
Department on Agricultural
Labor to the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare and that the transfer
may involve changes or
amendments in the existing legislative laws.

cording to Romulo Martinez,
director of placement.
Persons interested in any
of the following employers
should contact Martinez in
room 116B of the University Center.
All applicants with teacher certification can talk with
Victoria school district on
Jan. 24. Then Cargill, Inc.,
a merchandisor and processor of grains and metals,
in Minnesota, wiJJ have representatives available on
Jan. 27 lo interview all
majors.

UC 314-, TUESDAY, JAN. l 8
MONDAY, J"AN.
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Rio Grande Valley Pro Tennis Classic Underway
Singles feature matches
in the Rio Grande Valley
Pro Tennis Classic begin tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Pan
American University's 5,000
seat field house.
The tennis classic, the lidlifter for Larry Riggs'
"Rookie Pro Circuit," will
run th rough Sunday, Jan.
23. Sixteen players will
compete for over $3,000 in
prize money and a chance
to move into the ·world
Championship Tennis and
ATP circuits. The tournament"is co-sponsored by The
Racquet Club of McAllen
and Pan American University.
Besides a 16-player draw
for singles, and eight doubles teams, the tournament
will also feature 16 Valley

amateur tennis players who I :30. Order of play will bewill compete with the pros gin with the finals of the
in t he pro-amateur doubles pro-am consolation followed
event. Additionally, two lo- by the singles final. The
cals and o ne doubles team regular pro-am final will be
will be allowed to enter played with the doubles
final the last match of the
each event.
The tournament contin- tournament.
ues Friday evening at 7:30
Tournament
tickets,
with doubles play the main which may be purchased at
attraction.
Saturday's The Racquet Club or the
matches ·will be divided into Pan American Athletic Tictwo sessions: one beginning ket Office, are priced at $3
at 1:30 p.m. and the other for Thursday's and Friday's
starting at 7:30 p.m. The af- matches, $4 for Saturday's
ternoon matches will feature semi-final matches and $5
the . semi-final singles and for Sunday's final matches.
the consolation pro-am dou- Student and faculty tickets
bles semi-finals. The evening · are half-price. Tournament
session features semi-final passes can be purchased for
doubles- and the semi-finals $10, a savings of $5. All proof the pro-am doubles.
ceeds go to the PAU TenAll finals are set for Sunday afternoon starting at

nis Association, the main
supporting organization of
PAU's nationally ranked
tennis progi<am.
The tennis circuit is the
brainchild of Larry Riggs,
the 32-year-old tennis coach
of Pepperdine University.
Riggs was a teammate of A.
G. Longoria, PAU tennis
coach, when they both
played for Pan American.
According to Riggs, the
rookie pro circuit will become a "minor league farm
system for tennis." His philosophy is to bring quality
tennis to the small cities
of America, where he feels
people have been neglected
in the p ast.

Four Pan American players led the victory by scoring in double figures.
Michael (Byrd) Edwards
sank 20 points to lead all
the Broncs. He was followed
by John Wilbanks, Randy
Woods and Henry Taylor
who had 18, 17 and 16
points respectively. The
Huskies were led by Vernon
Freeman, who scored a
game-high 22 points.
Pan.American's next win;
however, was not as easy.
l:J fact, the Broncs won 7876 over the University of
Southern Mississippi despite
being outrebounded, connecting on only eight out of
18 free throws and making
21 turnovers.
Junior Wilbanks cooly
sank two free throws with
five seconds remaining to
schock the 4 ,300 partisan
fans in Hattiesburg, Miss.
The guard had intercepted a
pass as USM was stalling to
try for what they hoped
would be the game-winning
basket.

Wilbanks, who would
have scored an easy layup,
was fouled hard from behind
to set up the game-winning
situation.
The Golden Eagles led by
four points with less than a
minute remaining but were
blitzed 6-0 by the Broncs.
Taylor, Billy Bolts and
Edwards each scored 20
points to lead Pan Am.
Wilbanks scored 10, includding the game-winning free
throws. Edwards' 20 points
included a clutch basket
with 32 seconds remaining
to pull the Broncs into a
tie at .76-76.
The Golden Eagles were
paced by John Prince, who
had 22 points, the majority
of which came in the first
half from long range.
The Broncs, with all five
starters scoring in double
figures or close to it, next
take their act on the road
against Lamar University.
Pan American beat Lamar
earlier this season, 86-80, in
Edinburg. Junior forward
Bolts scored a career high
26 points in the game played
Jan. I I.

t
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2 For 1
SALE
Buy A 15" Pizza at
Regular Pric• and
Get A noth•r Just Like It

I

FREEi

PAU Sweeps
Road Trip
The Pa:1 American University basketball Broncs accomplished a seemingly impossible task Jan.13-15 when
they swept a road trip-a feat
which they had yet to do.
Actually, the road trip
consisted of only two games
against Houston Baptist and
Southern Mississippi. The
Broncs, however, were previously 1-3 on the road as
opposed to 6-0 at home.
Pan American had won
18 games in a row at home
prior to last night's game
against North Texas State.
Results of the game were
unavailable as of press date.
Pan Am began its road
trip with an 84-70 victory
over the Huskies of Houston
Baptist. The Broncs did not
exactly have a torrid-shooting fi:svhalf-they shot 42
per cent from the field- but
_they did manage to take
a slim 37-33 lead at halftime. They improved their
percentage by I 8 points in
the second stanza to wrap
up the win.
The Huskies did get as
close as 49-47 with 12:29
remaining in the second half
when Thomas Norwood
scored from underneath.
After that, the Broncs increased their lead to as
much as 16 points before
ending the game on top by
the 14-point margin.

"I felt the need to help WTT will work with us."
the game's younger playBesides giving promising
er," said Riggs, who has di- players a chance for nationrected the Pepperdine Waves al exposure and prize mointo the nation's Top l O in ney, the circuit offers an op-·
each of the last three years. port unity for the young pros
"What I would like to see is to play competitive tennis
an alternative to the major during the winter months,
circuit." Riggs says he sees indoors, when the sport
the day when World Team nearly grinds to a halt. SevTennis subsidizes his opera- era! of the circuit's players
tion. "Once they see that are ex-All-Americans, Davis
we are producing legitimate Cuppers and tournament
professionals,
I think the
_chamos.
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Pan Am Invitational To Draw NCAA Field

Tony Guerrero
PA U golf coach

More than
24 NCAA
teams will participate in the
fifth annual Pan American
.University International Intercollegiate
Invitational
Golf Tournament Feb. 9-12.
The tournament's board
of directors in Mexico, where
the tourney will be held,
have asked that only NCAA
teams be allowed to participate. NCAA schools have
specific eligibility codes such
as the requirement that all
athletes have a 2.0 GP A.
_ As has become custom,
the 54-hole event will be

SPORTS
LENORA'S .
MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUOIOS

FREE MAKE:UP LESSONS
te:us

219 E. CANO

383-4 511

UNIVERSITY DR.

383-1381
EOINBURG. TEXAS 78!539

played at the Campestre de
Monterrey golf course.
The tourney is scheduled to
begin with a practice round
on Feb. 9. Competition begins the following day.
Teams which will participate in this year's event
include Southern Methodist
A&M,
University, Texas
Texas, Texas Tech, the University of Houston, Brigham
Young University, Lamar
University, Lousiana State
University, New Mexico.
State University and Oklahoma University, Oral Roberts
University, North Texas
State University, Monterrey
Tech, the University of Monterrey and the University of
Mexico City will also compete as well as Pan American, the host team.
Each team will field five
men but only the top four
scores will be tabulated to
decide the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
place winners. Individual
trophies will also be presented to the tournament's
top two medalists.

~==:::11••!1!1••••------••••••t'r_;;~.:.;,;.;;,.:.:.:,:;,:;;.:.:.;;,;;;;.;.______

®rn~rnrno~/j'j~

Saint.John Boseo

0

.

Brigham Young University was last year's tournament champion. Past winners have been the University of Texas in 1973, the
University of Florida in 1974 and the University of
Texas again in 197 5.
According to PAU golf
coach, Tony Guerrero, who
is also the originator of
the event, BYU would have
to be considered as one of
the tournament favorites
on the basis of last year's

performance. " I'd also have
to say Oklahoma State is
one of the favorites because
they were last year's NCAA
champs and the University
of Houston because they finished No. 3 in the NCAA,"
Guerrero said. "And of
course, you don't count out
teams like SMU and Texas.
We have a very strong field."
When asked about Pan
Am's own chances, Guerrero
said, " We have a very young
squad but they have a very

Five Broncs Netters
Are State-Ranked.
Five Pan American University tennis team members
have been named to the tentative rankings of the Texas
Tennis Association for 1976.
The rankings, which were
released in the December issue of Racquets, will become
official early this year barring written protests.
Two of Pan American's
doubles teams of last year

were ranked No. I and No.
2 state-wide in men's doubles. Antonio Hartmann and
Carlos Eynaudi were ranked
tops in doubles one notch
ahead of Rob Bettauer and
Sean Sorensen. No other
college doubles teams made
the too six.
Ricardo Eynaudi earned
a No. 11 ranking in men's
singles, a list which was
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parishes, retreats, publishing
houses and fil m centers.
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dominated by professionals. A total of 23 of the 3 7
ranked singles men are professionals.
Only three amateur collegians ranked in the top 11
in men's singles. Besides
Eynaudi at No. I I , Bill
Matayastik of Trinity earned
a No. 3 ranking and Gary
Plock of Texas was ranked
No. 9.
Three other Pan Am netters were named to the
state's men's singles rankings. Antonio Hartmann,
Bettauer and Carlos Eynaudi
were ranked 17th, 18th and
3 I st respectively to round
out Pan Am.'s ranked contingent. The University of
Texas was next in line in
number of players named
to the rankings with three.
Trinity had two of its players
ranked.
Pan Am's tennis coach,
A. G. Longoira, and Jody
Ramsey, women's pro at
the McAllen Country Club,
also received a No. 6 ranking in mixed doubles.
Upon hearing his players
had been ranked state-wide,
Longoria said he was "very
pleased and delighted.
·J
wasn't expecting to be
ranked that highly in doubles. Of course, our doubles
play carried the team last
year. Because of them, we
won a lot of close matches."
Longoria added that the
players were also surprised
but were disappointed that
they weren't ranked higher
as a team. The Broncs nctters finished last year's ~ason ranked No. 20 among
the nation's NCAA Division
I schools.

Volleyball
Deadline

ST. JOHN BOSCO'S
METHOD . . .
PREVENT EVIL

The Shirt ...Crisp white
collar and c uffs add
sparkle to the
red and white
mini-dot blouse

good potential." Two sophomores and four freshmen
are members of this year's
Broncs squad .
Some of golfs greats have
played in this event. Ben
Crenshaw was the ind ividual
winner with a score of 209
when he led his University
of Texas to a team victory
in 1973. Also shooting 209
for 54 holes were Jim
Nedford of Brigham Young
in 1976 and Gary Koek of
the University of Florida in
1974.

TEST ,_l'AltAnote
sn'CIAUSTS SINCf 1938

The entry deadline for
men's and women's intramural vo lleyball is today
at 12 noon. Entry blanks
may be picked up at the
intramural office.
Times and days of the
volleyball games will be an•
nounced Jan. 2 I . The schedules of these games must
be picked up at the intramu•
ral office.
Men and women will
team up for co•r\:CrcationaJ
volleyball, the next intramural sport. Entry deadline for
co-rccrealionaJ volleyball is
Feb. 3 at noon.
Fun Nights will resume
this semester on Monday
nights beginning at 6 p .m.
Students with ID's will be
able to enjoy almost any
sport at the gym.
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Chief Eastin Retires
PA U Security Post

\
.

Iii

After working with Pan
American University's Traffic and Security Department
for 10 years, Chief Leroy
Eastin retired last December.
"When he came to the
university in September I 966, he was the only security·
officer and Traffic and Security was part of the General Service Department of
the Physical Plant Division,"
Louis de Vries, Physical
Plant director, said.
The Traffic and Security
Department did not become
a separate department until
1971. Today the department
has grown to a force of nine
officers and three clerk-dispatchers. The department
patrols the campus 24 hours
a day, seven days a week.
The department is also responsible for fire prevention
and safety.

NEW SIDEWALKS - Students will be able to walk across the grass on1 the north side of
the new Liberal Arts building without getting their feet wet pretty soon. New sidewalks
that will extend to the LA are currently under construction.

Events Calendar Compiled
A calendar of university
events has been compiled
by Dorothy Dufour, central
switchboard o erator at Pan

"Try ·em-You'll love 'em"

HOME-MADE
nouR TORTILLAS

American University.
The calendar, which will
become a regular service, was
begun because the switch•
board received many calls
for information on university events. According to
Dufour, the caldendar will
enable her to give out this
information.
The calendar, which will
also contain a newly revised
map of the university, will
be issued approximately
every two weeks while
school is in session.
The calendar, described
by Dufour as an "in-house
calendar" because it is more
for the benefit of those
at school than anyone else,
will be mailed to all department heads and directors,
professors and those persons
who call and ask for it.
Dufour asked for the

TWO GREAT LOCATIONS

2263 PECAN, McAllu
'682-3177 or 682-3176
1020 W. UNlvtRSITY
Edi,...-9-383-0725

"There is nothing that wastes
the body like worry, and one
who has any faith in God
sho uld be ashamed to worry
about any thing whatsoever."
- Mahatma Ghandi

cooperation of all faculty
and departments to call in
information because it leaves
for a better relationship between students and the general public.
Information may be
phoned in by dialing zero.

"During Chief Eastin's
tenure, the Pan Am campus
has had a very, very low
felony crime rate compared
to other universities of
similar size," de Vries said.
"While this record is due
largely to the better family
background of the student
body, the alertness of the
.,t!curity force in the quick
apprehension of non-university criminal characters on
campus has been a strong
deterring force against such
crimes," de Vries continued.
According to de Vries,
Chief Eastin and his wife,
Cybil, plan to take a short

-~**************"
*
t
Research Trainee Positions

•
•
•
•
•

~
~

•

~
~

•

•

••

Several half-t ime (15 hours per week) research
t rainee posit ions in the Biology portion of the
Minority Biomedical Support Program are available for the spring semester. The stipend for each
p osition is $600 per semester. For additional information and to make application for the positions contact Dr. N. L. Savage in room S. B. 134
or Mrs. Esmeralda Yanez in room S. B. 136, Biology Department, Science Building. Deadline for
applications is Wednesday, January 26, 1977 and
participants will be selected by Friday, January
28, 1977.

:

vacation visiting relatives
and children before going
into private business.
Currently, Jose Cavazos,
senior officer, is acting chief
at the Traffic and Security

Department. The Business
Affairs Office is at present
looking for a replacement
for Chief Eastin, according
to J. C. Nichols, vice president for TJnivn,;ity Affairs.

25c MUG NIGHT
EVERY WEDNESDAY
Between 6 p.m.

a 10 p.m.

-------------·

PRIZE NIGHT
EVERY THURSDAY
OVER $100 TO BE GIVEN AWAY
DAY-TIME DISCOUNTS ALL NIGHT
SOc MUGS $1.75 PITCHERS

~ ..:

Its THE Place

** Fiesta Club " /
3509 N. 10th { t {
**
......_
.......-

M c A L LEN,

*
......_
.......-

Live Music

"".......-

**
*
*

TEXAS

Disco - Drinks
DANC ING NI GTHLY

11 :00 a.m. • 2:00 p.m.
4:30 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Your Crinlidnllial J,•,wlcr

110 N. 12th

Edinburg

815 South Closner

383-2432

Edinburg, Texas

IIIIIUID

WOODEN INDJAN
'JoEacco .Sh.opp£.
JOHN MILTON,.Propri.tor
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El Centro Mall
Pharr-McAllen
A FINE Selection of Imported and
American Made Pipes
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A WIDE Choice of Domestic and
Imported Tabaccos and Cigars

We Will Now
Be Open
On Monday
383-9162 or

A Complete Selection of Smoking
Accessories and Lighters

EL ,CzNTllO M ALL
500 No11TH JAc1tsoN RoAD
'pHAllR, TUAS 78577

I
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383-7201

BEOG Distribution

Set For Feb. 3-4
In PAU &llroom

Between 3,000 to 3,500
financial aid checks for the
spring semester will be disbursed at the ballroom on
Feb. 3-4, according to Raul
de la Garza, associate director of financial aid at Pan
American University.
"Students whose last
name falls from A-K in the
alphabet pick up their checks
on Feb. 3 from 8 a.m. - 4
p.m. Students whose last
name falls from L-Z will
pick up their checks on
Feb. 4 from 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.,"
de la Garza said.
" I believe this year things
will go much smoother,"
he said. "The big difference

will be the split into two
days instead of just one,"
he explained.
The procedures for the
students to pick up their
Basic Educational Opportunity (BEOG) checks are simple, according to de la Gana.
"Students will just have to
go to the ballroom and take
some identification with
them. There will be a section there where the Financial Aid Office will have
some documents for the
students to sign.
Once he has signed and
showed his identification he

will receive a check release improve the system by
card. Then he takes the card speeding up the process."
and goes to the Business
If students fail to go by
Office section also in the the ballroom to pick up their
ballroom. The student will checks on the designated
then actually receive his dates, they are to go to the
check from the Business Financial Aid Office to sign
Office section, de la Garza the documents and then go
to Office Building A to get
continued.
the check,- according to
Last semester the stu- de la Garza.
dents signed and received
"I encourage everybody
the checks at the same place to get their checks at the
and there was only one day time their supposed to," he
allotted for the operation. said. "One last thing," he
"As a result" de la Gana said, "students themselves
said, "There were long lines must pick up the checks. No
and students complained. one can pick up a check for
This semester we hope to someoneelse,"he concluded.

Pan Am
Student
EDINBURG, TEXAS

Newspaper
JANUARY 27, 1977

Vol. XXXV No. 17

Heart Attack Claims
Life _Of Pan Am. Student
An old proverb says
"Good men die, but death
cannot kill their names,"
and so it is for Col. Joseph
C. Fogarty of McAllen.
The life of Col. Fogarty,
" J oe as his friends called
him," came to an end Jan.
20 after he suffered a heart
attack while in class at the
new Liberal Arts Building
during second period, according to Nurse Dora Castillo,
PAU Health Services coordinator.
Two first year student
nurses, who asked their
names not be used, gave Col.
Fogarty first aid until Nurse
Castillo arrived to offer assis-.
tance, according to Julfan
Castillo, project director for
the Area Health Education
Center.

Col. Fogarty a PAU
junior jl/as well kn'own for his
performances in Pan Am
Drama productions.

and had represented Pan
Am in the American College
Theater Festival production
of "Tiny Alice" at Fort
Worth.

While at Pan Am
he
Col. Fogarty had been
played
roles in "Tiny
Alice," "Barefoot in the selected to Who's Who in
Park," "The Man Who Came American Colleges and Unito Dinner," "The Matchmak- versities for 1977-78.
er," "The Crucible," and
After serving 34 years in
most recently played the
coach role for the Fillmore the U. S. Army, he retired
High School, Pennsylvania in 1970. Col. Fogarty served
Basketball Champions (19- in Europe, World War II and
S2) in "That Championship Korea and was the recipient
of the Legion of Merit three
Season."
times and the Bronze Star,
He was buried with full
He directed the PAU
production,
"George military honors Monday at
Washington Slept Here," last the National Cemetary at
summer in the Pan Ameri- Fort Sam Houston in San
can Summer Stock Theater Antonio.

Regents Approve Eight
To Business Council

--

COL. FOGARTY - Pan Am junior Col. Joe Fogarty died unexpectedly of a heart
attack last week while attending class. Well known for his performances in several PAU'
~raf!la productio~, C~t. Fogarty was a familiar face to many students and faculty. He
is pictured above m his last dramatic role as the basketball coach for Fillmore High in
the PAU production of "That Championship Season," which ran in December 1976.

Covenant Players To Perform
In Circle At Activity Period
Pan Am students will
treated to a special appearance by the Covenant Players, International Repertory
Theatre today at the University Circle at activity period.
The Los Angeles-based
group is under the sponsorship of United Methodist
Campus Ministry.
The group seen here today is one of more than 40
touring units which travel
continually throughout the
United States and Canada,
as well as Europe, Australia,
Asia, according to Jose L.
Palos, UMCM director at
Pan Am.

Using a variety of topical
dramatic material, both humorous and serious, the Covenant Players are immensely
entertaining said Palos, but
their purpose is much deeper
than just entertainment. He
said the Players use drama
to challenge and stimulate
people into a searching look
at our complex society and
the role and responsibility
of the individual within it,
and this according to Palos
has been met with overwhelming
enthusiasm
around the world.
Founded as a local drama

group in 1963, the Covenant
Players now travel well a
million miles a year. They
have performed in S\lt:h
widely varied settings as
church santuaries, shopping
centers, military ships, airplanes in flight, hospital
wards, school auditoriums,
coffeehouses,
sporting
events, A World Fair and
street corners.
"Using the audience's
imagination rather than elaborate props and sccnary,
enables them to perform
virtually anywhere there are
people," said Palos.

Eight persons were approved by the board of regents to fill vacancies on
Pan American University's
Business Advisory Council.
Approval was given at
the January meeting of the
board at the request of Dr.
R. N. McMichael, dean of
the School of Business.
Joe Garza, president of
Valley Federal Savings and
Loan Association of McAllen, is filling the unexpired
term of David Farb of
McAllen who resigned to become a member of the Pan
Am regents.
Elizabeth
Porter of
Porter's Jewelry in Edinburg
is assuming the unexpired
term of J. C. Looney of
Edinburg.
Garza's
and
Porter's terms run through
Dec., 1977.
Robert Riley, general
plant manager of the container division of International Paper Company in
Edinburg, was appointed to
a term expiring in Dec. of
1978.
Appointed to terms expiring in Dec. of 1979 were
Dale Cunningham, vice president of Texas Instruments,
Inc. of Dallas and Sam

Tisdale Jr., president of the
Harlingen First National
Bank.
Approved for reappointment to terms expiring Dec.,
1979 were Al Cisneros, general manager and port director of the Brownsville Navi-

gation
District;
Leonel
Jr., president of Universal
Consultants, Inc., McAllen;
and Edward Lette, vice president of the National Bank
of Commerce in Brownsville. The three have been
serving partial terms on the
council.

Resources Center
To Sponsor Lectures
The Human Resources
Center at Pan American University is sponsoring two
lectures today dealing with
pesticides and pesticide residuals as they relate to migrant farm workers.
Both one-hour g!SSions
are scheduled in the auditorium of the Business Administration Building. The
10:30 a.m. session will include a description of the
plan and methodology of
the pesticide research and
the second, at 2:30 p.m.,
will describe the preliminary
conclusions of the study.
Both sessions are open to
the general public.

Professor Emil Owens,
from the University of Houston, will conduct the lectures. He is currently working under a National Science
Foundation Grant m an attempt to identify the causitive factors in pesticide-related illnesses. In his work he
follows migrant laborers as
they work their way north,
investigating diet, living
quarters, ·analyzing blood
samples as well as conducting dozens of other tests.
. For further information
contact Dr. Charles Ellard
associate professor of busi
ness at Pan Am at 381-3363.
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Editor:

be my plea to the board of Democratic Party, so it has
regents to investigate the also re-baptized the RepubI sympathize with Mr.
matter for the good ofus all. lican Party, and the renaisFulcher's concern for the
I hope other voices will sance of an old party will
welfare of this educational
join me.
give power to moderates
institution and the damage
-Gerardo Quinones and liberals who believe in
that its reputation might intruth in government, justice
cur through the agency of
Dr. Willcott's article submit- .--- - - -- - - -- ---, for all citizens and education
for the masses.
ted to the Texas Observer
Letter P olicy
Jan. 20 is the beginning
some months ago.
The Pan American wel•
of an era, not only for Jimmy
Indeed the article is quite
comes letters to the editor.
Carter, the American people
harsh and probably counterLetters submitted should be
and the Democratic Party,
producing, but it is not grakept to a maximum of 250
but also for Republicans,
words In length and should
tuitous. Let us not cloud
be free of obscene or I ibelous
who, contrary to popular
our thinking with alma-mamaterial.
belief, are mostly honest
terism.
The editor reserves the
people.
right to edit letters, but preThere is something defiserve the Intent of the writer.
And just as middle-Amenitely wrong going on and
When necessary an editor's
rica made a mistake electing
we can't dismiss Dr. Willcott's
note may be used to axplaln
Nixon, regardless of his acobservations by calling him
the purpose of the letter. ·
complishments, let us hope
All letters subm ltted for
an egotist.
publication must be signed.
the American electorate has
I for one had the pleasure
Letters must be turned In no
not made another mistake
of his aquaintance and the
later t han noon the F r iday
and has consequently taken
benefit of his teachings in
before publication at Emltla
Hall.
this nation "from the smokemy early days on campus.
Be assured I would not be- • - - - - - - - - -......- - house to the outhouse."
writing on his behalf were I
no t certain of his moral Editor:
- Lloyd Garza Ray
integrity and h igh standards.
I agree with your state•
We must not forget that ment in Jan. 20th's Pan
the way he felt about the American editorial "Carter
values of some of the people At Bat," that Jimmy Carter's
in his environment occa-. inauguration is the "end of
sioned his resignation from the beginning," however,
this institution .
in the editorial you assim iI might also add that I late and consolidate the
would not be writing at all American political system
were it n ot for his teachings. and the Dem·ocratic Party
My command of the written into one institution. The two
langauge would not be wh at are different and separate.
it is today if not for his enGranted,
Richard M.
couragement and example. Nixon, after attaining treT o the point now: we mendous popularity, turned
have been in formed, in a out to be a quasi-fascist egonot too pleasant fashion that maniac supported and electthe credibility of our degrees ed by middle-America.
is being endangered by a
But the beginning of . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
very few of questionable Carter's presidency shou ld
rectitude and the finger is not infer the death of the
pointing to th e upper eche- Republican Party. Just as
lons of our scholastic com- the · Watergate Affair qolmunity. I want th is Jetter to stered
confidence in th e

I

Collegiate Forum

Amnesty Or &ile

President Jimmy Carter's great sums of money and
pardon last Friday of all human lives.
Vietnam draft evaders has
Pro-amnesty
groups
flared the tempers of many
claim the sacrjfice was useAmericans.
less and was a loosing cause
Especially angered are from start to finish, so therethose survivors of American fore the war was unjust.
soldiers who lost their lives Anti-amnesty groups meanin Vietnam. Along with while charge injustice was
them are veterans who were done by those individuals
either drafted or volunteered that chose to abandon their
country at a time when they
to go into military service.
were obligated to serve and
Ex-President Gerald Ford protect it.
in his last full day as official
Pan American University
chief pardoned Iva Toguri
D.Aquino, an American wo· has a large percentage of
man of Japanese ancestry veterans many of whom saw
who was convicted in 1949 combat duty in Vietnam or
for being the famous had friends who did. The
"Tokyo Rose." At the same Pan American recognizes
time Ford refused a full par- military veterans and Pan
Am students are concerned
don to war resisters.
wit h the issue of amnesty
The lndo-China Conflict and for that reason it inwas never a declared war. vites viewpoints for the ColIt cost the United States legiate Forum.

Pan American
·c lassified Ads

FOR SA LE: Scub a equ ipm ent Call 6 8 2-1773 after
5p,m.
COMM UTING need ride
to PAU-Edin b urg fro m
Brownsville .
Will help
with' expenses. Call 8 314 9 11 .

Letter& To
The £ditol'-

*

•e\collled

The Pan American office,
Emilia Hall 100. Deadline
••Friday noon. (To estl•
m ete cost In advance ,
coun t 25 le tte rs and
spaces per tine.)

-

*

*

*

"All sensuality is one, thouah
it takes many forms, u all
purity is one. It is the same
whether am an eat, or drink
or cohabit, or sleep sensually. They are but one
appetite, and we only need
to see a person do any one
of these thinp to know how
a great sensualist he ia."
- Henry David Toreau

Monday . • . • .•• • . .• •••• .. .•• 7:45 a.m.-~O: lO p.a.

Wedneaday . .... .. • •• .•... .. . 7 :45 a.m.-10: 30 p.a.

*

Thunday . .... .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 7:45 a.a.-10:3- p.a.

Friday . . .. . . .... ... ....... .. 7:45 a.m.• 5:30 p.a.
Saturday .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 8:00 a.m.• 5:00 p.a.

Viewpoints

Sunday ... . . . .... . . . . . . . . .. l :00 p.m.-10:00 p.a.

" We often say how impressive power is But I do not
find it impressive at all. The
guns and the bombs, the rockets and the warships, are
all symbols of human failure.
They are necessary symbols.
They protect what we cherish. But they are witnes.1 to
human folly ."
- Lyndon Baines Johnson

Twenty cents • line w ith
a m inim um of $1 each
Insertion pay able In ed·
vance. Bring ad copy to

In all cases entries must
be double-spaced and signed
by the author.

Tuaclay. .••. • ••• •.. • • . .• • . . 7:45 a.m.-10:lO p.a.

Editorials

Cartoons

All copy must be submitted by 4 p.m . the Friday before publication to
the editor at Emilia Hall
I 00. Mailed entires should
be addressed to Collegiate
Forum, c/o: The Pan American, Emilia Hall I 00, Edinburg, Texas 78539

IJbnry Boan

Letters ,.. Commentaries

*

-- ---------1

" I won't take my religion

from any man who never
works except with his mouth
and never cherishes any
memory except the face of
the woman on the American
silver dollar."
- Carl Sandburg

THE PAN AMERICAN
Student Publication o f Pan A m erican University
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Auditions For Musical 'Cabaret' ScheduledFor Friday
live theatre of the Pan American Drama Department
and community theatres,
have shown a desire for more .
good stage productions, according to Jan Courtney,
assistant professor in the
Musicians, singers, actors, Communication
Departdancers and others interested ment.
in working with this producPoor People's Theatre,
tion are invited. The show, the most recently organized
scheduled for the last two acting troupe in the valley,
weeks in March, is under the having begun work in the
direction- of Marie Yvonne summer of 1976, works to
of the Poor People's Theatre., fulfill this desire by produLocal residents and win- cing shows for this very speter visitors, who enjoy the cial Valley audience.
Auditions for the musical
Cabaret will be held in the
University B aJlroom Friday
at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday
at 2 p.m. by the . Poor
People's Theatre.

f

The company has just finished a successful production of "The Flowering
Peach" by Clifford Odets,
which opened at the Tower
Theatre in Weslaco and later
was performed at Sharyland
High School in Mission.
The Poor People's Theatre members, all ambitious
local talent, are primarily
Pan American University
graduates and current drama
students. On the board of
directors are Courtney of the
Pan American Communications Department; Thomas

M. Jarrett, a graduate of
Pan American's Drama Department and assistant manager of the McAllen Civic
Center; and Marie Yvonne, a
drama major at Pan Am.
Both Jarrett and Yvonne
have taken leading roles in

i>ramaf>epartment

produc-

tions, such as "Tiny Alice/'
directed by Courtney. "Tiny
Alice" was the 197S entree
for the American College
Theatre Festival.
The Poor People's Theatre welcomes participation
and involvement from anyone interested in theatre.

Anyone who would like to
see the performing arts continue to grow in the Rio
Grande Valley is invited to
join this growing theatre
group, said Courtney. For
information about the company, call Jan Courtney at
682-9330.

Public TV Station
Vision Dissolved

era! public to support large
A vision for a public tele- of our major fund drive.
vision station for the Rio The recent peso devaluation long-range funding projects.
At one point, it was esGrande Valley, and possibly . has si&!laled the onset of a
Pan American University, ap- difficult period of economic timated construction costs
·could run as high as SI milparently has vanished after adjustment for the Valley."
starting with "much gusto"
Smith, who is chairman lion, including most of the
of the council, added: "Our equipment needed to get
early in 1976. ·
The reason: money, or researchers in the various the station on the air. Nearthe lack of it.
communities have receiveg. ly $400,000 in local money
The Lower Valley Public a strong commitment and would have been required
Broadcasting Council, a sincere support from key for the project, divided into
group of interested citizens community leaders, but all such categories as local
voicing approval and work- echo the advice of postpone- matching share, funds not
matchable
and
start-up
ing toward such a station, ment."
_
has issued a statement anSmith indicated his coun- funds.
The annual operating
nouncing the group has post- cil will stay active and will
poned a major fund raising continue to review the pos- budget was estimated at ·
drive for the station.
sibility of re-opening the $314,000.
The council was successAn Edinburg attorney, project in the future.
ftjchard Smith, said the
One of the earlier back- ful in obtaining a non-procouncil " is disappointed to ers ~f public or educational fit charter by the state of
announce the postponement television at Pan Am, Dr. J . Texas.
It is expected the propo-·
•
C. Nichols, vice president of sal will hang in limbo until
Acad'etnic Affairs, said the the economic and financial
two basic reasons for discon- situation in the Valley gets
tinuing the fund raising drive. better and area residents are
wer the oeso devaluation ready for such a large fund
ana a hesitancy by the gen~ raising drive.

...,_--------~--CC?upon - - - - - - - - ~ - •

2 For 1
SALE

I

Buy A 15" Pina at
Regular Price and

PIZZA

CABARET AUDITIONS • The Poor People's Theatre will hold auditions fort.he musical "Cabaret" on Friday at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m. in the University Ballroom. Pictured above (1 tor) are Mark Gonzalez, chairman of the Theatre; Sonia Venecia,
president; and Maybeth Shirah, secretary. The three officers are discussing the drive to
recruit talent for the musical.

HILDA'S
CORNER
CLOSET
500E.Cano
Edinburg
383-5401
Store Hours 10-7 Mon -Sat.

The Greatest Bargains in
Fine Quality Name Brands

Get Another Just Like It

FREE!

KtO'•
•
Expires Feb.15,19n
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NEU£ST YOI

I 1005 E. Hiway
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1Pharr

787 -8534
PIZZA PARLOR
: 500 N. 10th McAllen 682-5581

from25%
-upto50%
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Off On Entire Stock
in Store Now.
10% Discount on Regularly Priced Merchandise To
StudentsFaculty&Staff PresentYour PAU ID.

'rhne IS• diffneiue!!!
PREPARE FOR:

MCAT• DAT• LSAT• SAT
GRE • GMAT • OCAT • CPAT • VAT
Over 38 years of experience and success. Voluminous home study
maerlals. Programs that are constantly updated. centers open
days & weekends all year. Qimplete tape facilities for review and
for use with supplementary materials.

Miss, Jr. Miss & Half Sizes
featuring

ECFMG • FLEX

CARDINALI
Fashion Rings
Custom Jewelry

NAT'L MEDICAL & DENTAL BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

1~

Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of testing
knowhow that enables us to offer the best preparation available, further Improving the Individual program you've
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
selected.
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
11300 N Central Expwy.• Suite 402
31
Dal~~ -_T7• ~1
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1933
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Lay-Away
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''Reefer Madness''
Film Scheduled
By Johnny de la Vina

i• ROBES
::· LINGERIE

.i
.
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i•
.

i*
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"The quagmire that drags women down. The fiend that
poses as a friend. Women give everything for it. A moment
of ecstacy ... an eternity of Hell!"
What is this hideous fiend infesting the nation? Well if
you lived in the 3 O's and saw a film called "Reefer Madness"
you'd be convinced that it was "Marijuana."
Sunday night at 7:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. UCPC will give
students a chance to see this 1936 expose on "Living death."
It is the hilarious and uncut original version of Hollywood's
1936 answer to the marijuana problem. The government
was pushing an anti-marijuana campaign in the late l 930's
and "Reefer Madness" tied in perfectly with its overdrawn
caricatures.
The film exposes one method of selling marijuana cigarettes to high school students. Sensual dancing and marijuana smoking make a weakling of Bill, a film character.
He becomes a hopeless addict and craves the "strange effect." Blanche commits suicide, Ralph is adjudged hopelessly insane, and Bill's life is ruined. "Reefer Madness"
takes it toll on the unwary young.
In addition to this hilarious comedy students will be
treated to "High on the Range" a l 930's marijuana western
plus some sneak peeks at what's coming up for UCPC's
film program this semester.
Admission is 7 S cents for Pan Am students and $ 1 for
non~tudents.
Do not miss "Reefer Madness" an inductment every
parent must face. Mothers say ... "My daughter tells me
everything," but do they? You owe it to yourself to see
the Picture!
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SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21): Drugs, even
prescribed drugs, could be your ur,doing. Before driving, think about the effects of medication.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20): Strive to be more
considerate. Give another driver a chance of access
to the freeway.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19): Use your good
sense to save an infant's life. Make sure the child is
securely strapped in before starting your car.
PISCES (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20): Are your generous
impulses self-destructive? Really, why take a chance
on a hitchhiker?

ARIES (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19): Yellow may be a tempting color for you at this time. Resist the urge to race
yellow lights.
TAURUS (Apr. 20 to May 20): Your forceful leadership comes in handy. Use it to convince passengers
to buckle up.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 21): Everything in its place.
Keep your mind on the road, and leave romancing
for later.
CANCER (June 22 to July 21): Distractions are dangerous. Make sure children are occupied so they will
behave in the back seat.
LEO (July 22 to Aug. 21 ): Think ahead. If you plan to
celebrate, arrange for transportation home in advance.
VIRGO (Aug. 22 to Sept. 22): You may feel compelled to complete an action, regardless of fatigue.
Remember that frequent rest stops will increase your
chances for a safe trip.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22): Protect yourseH from
minor but irritating losses. Check your driveway for
toys before you back out.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21): Your good sense
can save lives. Make sure your children know about
bicycle and pedestrian safety.

The first PAUSA Student
Senate meeting for the spring
semester will be today in the
University Center third floor
at S :30 p.m. Items on the
agenda include:
I. Conformation of the
vice-presidental appointment
to the PAUSA election committee under the School of
Business by the Judiciary
Committee, Edna Ornelas,
chairperson.
2. First reading of the
resolution calling for the revision of the Bronco Queen
qualifying rules. This proposal is beening introduced by
student
senator
Kathi
Cooper and Charles Carr III
to clarify certain wording
which is unclear in the present rules.
3. Special events committee report on u pcoming
Pan American Days and activities for the Pan American
Anniversary, Lydia Zamora,
chairperson.

tee report on the proposed
public relation work with
Bronco Queen Nelda Villegas
and Miss Pan American
Martha Marroquin, Judy
Flores, chairperson.
5. Possible State of the
Campus message by PAUSA
President Patty 0. Navarro.
These are some of the issues that are scheduled before the Student Senate,
your representative body
where such legislation is being drawn up, proposed and
acted upon . As a student
whom we try to efficiently
represent, please come by
the Student Association office in the UC 314 if you
have any questions or opinions concerning any of these
issues.
We are here to serve you
and voice your opinions in
such a way that positive
student input into university
policies will result. Whether
or not this occurs, its up to
you.

Organization Advisers Sought
Persons interested in
working as advisers for sororities or fraternities are invited to attend a meeting at
the University Center 102
on Feb. 3, according to Dr.
Martha Cruz, assistant dean
of students at Pan Am.

should contact Dr. Cruz at
381-2471.
"If I were to prescribe o ne
process in the training o f

men which is fundamental
to success in any direction,
it would be thoroughgoing
training in th e h abit of accurate ob servatio n. It is
Dr. Cruz said she is seek- a habit which every one of
ing faculty or staff members us should be seeking ever
for these positions.
more to perfect."
Interested
individuals
--Eugene G. Grace
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Newsbits

UCPC Coffeehouse To Host Sponsor Talent Show
The University Center
Program Council will host a
talent show at the University Ballroom on Tuesday,
Feb. 8, according to Tony
Vela, UCPC director.
The purpose of the talent
show is to seek out new
talent for upcoming coffeehouses, according to Vela.
All university students
and non-5tudents may participate, Vela said.
The talent show will be
judged by three disc jockeys
from local radio stations.
Persons participating will be
eligible for cast awards $50 first place, $30 second
and $20 third. There will also be a door prize and refreshments.
Persons wanting to participate can sign up at the
UCPC office on the third
floor of the University Center or call Vela at 381-2611
or 381-260 I.

Baha,iFaith
The Bahai Club of Pan
American University hosted
an informal discussion on
the major world religions at
the University Center on
Jan. 17, according to a
sp okesman for the club.
Monthly meetings have
been set for the first Tuesday o f each month in the
University Center 307.
The Bahai Faith is an independent world religion
which began in Persia in
1844.

Wallace Tucker
Pan Am Music Instructor Wallace Tucker, will be
presen ted in concert by the
Pan American University
Faculty Artist Series in t he
Fine Arts Recital Hall on
Jan.3 1 at8:15p.m.
He will be assisted by
John Raimo, also a music
professor; and Dean Canty,
acting head of the Music
Department; and Susan
Dollins, senior music student, b assoon.
Tucker will play solo
and chamber works from
such composers as Marcello,
Vaughn -Williams, Serocki,
Larsson , Blacher and Ross.
The program includes a
1973 composition by American composer Walter Ross
for bass trombone and electric tape. Chamber worki:
for euphonium, harpsichord
and bassoon , plus trombone,
trumpet and piano are also
included.
The concert is free.

UCPCMeeting
The item of musical concerts and the preview of upcoming film attractions will
be the two topics of importance to be discussed today
at the first general meeting
of the UCPC at 5 p.rn. in
the University Center 305,
according
to
Albert
Vasquez, UCPC president.
Members will also vote
on T-shirts for the student
organization and will be introduced to the committee
chairmen.
Vasquez urges all UCPC
members as well as all interested persons to attend.

Degree
Applications

vention in Atlanta.
At the convention Dec.
27-29, the 1,200 national
delegates quickly voted in
favor of the distaff side.
Also during the convention the H. Roe Bartle chapter award was presented to
the Lambda XI chapter of
PAU. Along with the award
came the decision to make
the Golden Eagle the official
fraternity bird.
According to Valentin
Chapa, an active member of
the fraternity, any person
wishing to join Alpha Phi
Omega may do so by calling
Jaime Cavazos at 383-7765.

Inves-tor
Seminar

A seminar entitled,"What
Every Investor Should Know
About Call Options," is
"Degree applications for scheduled for today at Pan
May graduates were due Oct. American University.
13, 1976," stated Helen
The seminar will be conSnider, registrar. "Those ducted by John Martin, a
who have not applied should registered
representative
come to the Registrar's from A.G. Edwardsand Sons,
Office as soon as possible · beginning at 7 p.m. in room
and we'll see what we can 110 of t he Business Admido."
nistration Building.
Applications for a degree
Topics to be covered inwill be processed to deter- clude buying and selling
mine what remaining courses options,
risks
involved,
are needed to fulfill the spreads, and down side prodegree requirements.
tection to the extent of preThe deadline for August mium received.
graduates to file is Feb. I 0.
A fee of $2 will be
Snider said, " There will charged to cover expenses.
probably be a IO per cent For further information,
increase in degrees this May contact Pan Am at 38 1-3366.
over the figure for May
1976.
Last May 34 8 students
received their bachelor's degree, 83 received their master's and 4 3 received their
associate of nursing degree.
Dr. Miguel Desocarraz,
head psychologist at the
Mental Health Mental Retardatio n Center, will speak to
the Psychology Club on
T hursday, Feb. 3 at 7 p.m.
Science Auditorium II, ac"Should female members cording to Bryan Walker,
of Alpha Phi Omega have the club president.
same privileges as male memHis lecture will be entitled
bers of the fraternity? That " Psychologists' Types A and
was the main issue that was B" and is taken from Dr.
debated in the organiza- Desocarraz's doctoral dissertion's recent national con- tation.

Psychology
Lecture

AlphaPhi
Omega

Medical
Technowgy
There will be a meeting
of the Pan American Society
of Medical Technology on
Thunday,Feb.3duringac~
ivity period at Nursing Building 212, according to Betty
Jean Sojak, president.
All Medical Technology
majors and other students
interested are invited to
attend, said Sojak.

Dr. Vassberg
Dr. David Vassberg, assistant professor of history at
Pan Am, has published four
articles in professional journals in this country and
Europe during the past year.
Two of the publications
on Sp,mish history, appeared
in "Journal of Modern History" and the Spanish journal "Estudios Geograficos."
The other two, on Brazilian
history, appeared in " LusoBrazilian
Review"
and
" Journal of Research in
Music Education."
Dr. Vassberg is currently
working on a book manuscript in Spanish and hopes
to complete three new articles this year.
Grants and fellowships
awarded to Dr. Vassberg

The
Intercollegiate
Knights National Honorary
Service Fraternity will hold
its annual spring "smoker"
on J an. 30 at 6 p.m. in the
University Ballroom, according to George Sedas, IK reporter.
Students interested in
joining should attend or call
Sedas at the Pan Am Biology
Department.

Foreign
Students
The International students will have a meeting
today at I 0: 30 a .m. in the
University Center 306.
Topics for Discussion include the Good Neighbor
Scholarship, adviser for the
International Club and counseling services.

Business
Course
A course which provides
the economic and ethical
foundation on which the life
and health insurance business
is based, will begin at Pan
American University on Feb.
2 at 3:30 p.m.
Designated as HS 30 I,
"Economic Security and
Individual Life Insurance,"

the course is offered in conjunction with Solomon S.
Huebner School of CLU
Studies.
Jay Field, a McAllen
general agent, will instruct
the 17 classes which are
deSigned as preparation for
the national examination to
be administered at Pan Am
in June.
Participants will be familiarized with basic individual
life, health and annuity contracts, risk selection procedures and procedure for determining equity among
policy owners and policyowner security through industry and government regulation.
For registration and additional information, contact •
the Pan Am School of Business at 381-3366.

Cmdr. Close Leaves Senate
Cmdr. Robert A. Close's would be; however, he did
term as chairman of the fa- say there were five or six
culty senate came to an end members of the senate
Wednesday.
whom he felt were actually
He has already served two qualified for the position
terms and is not eligible for since they had served on the
re-election. According to senate for a term already.
the faculty senate constituFaculty senate officer
tion, a senate member is eli- electio ns were scheduled for
gible only to serve for two Wednesday. Results will be
years and then must resign, published next week in The
Pan American.
Cmdr. Close indicated.
Cmdr. Close had no comment as to who his successor
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Broncs Upset North Texas, 86-7 4

The Pan American University basketball Broncs,
fresh from a sweep of two
road games, scored a trio of
consecutive victories over
North Texas State, Lamar
and Baptist College of South
Carolina Jan. 19 - Z4.

The Broncs played at
Texas A&I last night but results of the game were unavailable as of press date.
Without a doubt, the
sweetest victory of the tri0
had to be Pan Am's 86 - 74
triumph over
the Mean

Lettermen's Night Set To
Honor PAU Alumni
"Lettermen's Night," part becue also are being considof Pan American University's ered.
50th anniversary celebration,
Robert de la Garza, presigained new momentum dent of the Border Bank in
when the Pan Am basketball Hidalgo, is chairman of Letteam defeated the state's terman's Night. Interested
winningest major college . persons, lettermen, or , persons knowing the current
team-North Texas State.
The 86-74 victory last addresses of Bronc letterWednesday came when Pan men, can contact de la Garza
Am reached the halfway or his .secretary, Mary Lou
point of its 12-game home Ramsey, at 843-2271. James
A. (Jim) Brooks, long-time
schedule.
.
On Saturday, Feb. 26, athletic director and now
when the Broncs play their athletic director emeritus at
next-to~last home game PAU, is also compiling lists
against Hardin-Simmons, all of lettermen's present adformer Pan Am and Edin- dresses. Brooks and his seburg Junior College letter- cretary, Alma C. Garza, can
man, cheerleaders and wo- be contacted at 381-2241.
Former Bronc lettermen
men athletes will be admitted free. They will sit in include U.S. Representative
a special reserved section of Eligio (Kika) de la Garza
the PAU Field House. Plans of Mission. De la Garza ran
are pending for a post-game the 880 and reached the
party for all the letterman. JC national championships
A golf tournament and bar- in the 1940's.

Broncs Pick Three
Baseball Captains
The Bronc baseball team
recently voted for captains
for their 1977 campaign.
Three senior infielders Jaime
Alvarado,
Steve
Deskin, and Steve Dunn were elected by their teammates. All three men helped
spark the Btoncs into the
NCAA playoffs last season.
The Broncs' final 5 3-19 record included a playoff loss
to Arizona, which went on
to capture the College World
Series.
Alvarado is a three-year
letterman from Edinburg. A
shortstop, he played behind
All-America Ricky Brockway
for two years. He earned
the job as a junior when he
sparked the Broncs to 50
double plays and 53 wins.
Deskin, who plays third
base, comes from San An-

Classified Ads,
381-2541

tonio Edison High and hit
.410 one year at Temple
Junior College before coming
to Pan Am as a junior in
1976. His fielding and hitting
were
instrumental in Pan
Am's 1976 playoff-gaining
team.
Dunn, a first baseman,
hails from Ardmore, Okla.,
but was a junior college AllAmerican at Grayson, Tex.
He batted clean-up for the
Broncs most of their 1976
season.
Coach Al Ogletree started
PAU's baseball workouts
with a 37-man squad two
week ago. Due to the cold
weather, the Broncs have
held several practices indoors. The Broncs open their
1977 baseball season at
home, Feb. 11, against Hardin-Ba !or.

Green of North Texas State.
The Mean Green Eagles
came to Edinburg sporting
an 11 - I record, the best
among Texas colleges.
The Broncs seemed to
put everything together,
however, and spoiled North
Texas' efforts for the 10th
consecutive victory. They
outrebounded NTS 54-50
despite a height disadvantage
and committed fewer turnovers, 18 - 20, to achieve
their relatively easy victorv
before 5300 ecstatic fans in
the PAU fieldhouse.
Henry Taylor, Billy Bolts
and Michael (Byrd) Edwards
combined for 62 points•to
pace the Broncs. J.ohn
Wilbanks and Randy Woods
also had 11, 12 and 10
points respectively. Jim Ed
Holland was the only other
Bronc player to see action,
playing seven minutes and
scoring two points.
The Eagles were led by
Walter
Johnson, Fred
Mitchell, Norvell Miles and
Melvin Davis who collected
14, 12, 10 and 10 points
respectively.
NTS only led once, 2 - 0,
on a 20 - foot baseliner by
Miles, 3 0 seconds into the
contest. From then, Pan Am
rallied to a 13- point advantage before breaking at the
half on top, 47 - 38.
PAU shot fairly well
from the field in the first
stanza, 54 percent, but NTS
had trouble finding the
range. The Mean Green shot
a poor 38 percent from the
field in the first half and 3 9
per~ent for the game. Pan
Am ended the game with a
.507 shooting percentage.
The Broncs next traveled
to Beaumont where they
beat Lamar, 78 - 73 on two
clutch free throws by forward Randy Woods.
The Broncs only led by
two when the 6 - 7 junior
stepped to the charity line
on a one and one situation.
Since Lamar had two defensive players immediately
under the basket, the Cardinals would probably have
gotten a chance to tie the
game had Woods missed his
first free throw.
The victory was Pan American's fourth on the road
against three losses. The
Broncs, who led by as many ·
as 18 in the _game, enioyed
a hot - shooting first half,
canning 3 5 of 55 shots for
a 63 .6 percentage. Lamar
took 76 shots but onl
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GETl'ING HIS STUFF TOGETHER - Billy Bolts scores
on a slam dunk in a recent game against the Mean Green
Eagles of North Texas State. Bolts had 21 points in the
game as the Broncs won, 86-74.
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Edinbur~

383-2432

1601 W. SCHUNIOR
South Texas' Finest Game Room
Pool-Fooshall-Basehall & Lemans
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Its THE Place

made 31 for a 40.8 percent'age.
The second half was a
completely different story.
The Broncs were outscored,
41 - 32, and were plaged
by foul trouble. Billy Bolts
and Henry Taylor were
forced to sit out much of
the second half with four
fouls each.
Michael Edwards led Pan
Am with 20 points. The junior guard was followed by
Randy Woods and John
Wilbanks who each had 14
points. Center Henry Taylor
had 16 points and three rebounds.
Pan Am's final victory
last week came when the
Broncs beat Baptist College,
92 - 77 Monday night.
The Broncs looked rusty
even though they are in the
midst of a heavy schedule.
They made 36 field goals,
as did Baptist College. The
difference, however, was
that Pan American went to
the charity line 23 times
and made 20. Baptist was
only five of seven from the
free throw line.
Baptist College -leal 4-f2
with I 0:32 left in the first
half, but Pan Am's Henry
Taylor drove the lane,
scored and was fouled to
pull the Broncs into a tie.
Taylor completed the three
point play and the Broncs
never trailed again in the
game.
Taylor led Pan Am with
24 points and 14 rebounds.
Forwards Billy Bolts and
Randy Woods also had 21
and 19 points respectively.
Baptist College was led
by Jimmy Howell, Joe Nix
-and Bill Childres with who
each had 16 points. The
5-9 Howell also had six assists.
Pan American outrebounded Baptist 47 - 37
even though the visitoIS
started two 6 - 7 players
and one 6 - 5 forward.
The Broncs next face
Hardin - Simmons tomorrow in Abilene before returning home to play Portland State of Oregon Feb. I.
Portland State is led by
Freeman Williams, the nation's leading scorer with a
37 point per game ave~ge.

1
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Takes $1,000 First Prize

Pearson Dominates First Pro Classic
Top~eeded Peter Pearson Valley pro classic.
captured the Rio Grande
ln the popular pro-amaValley Pro Tennis Classic teur division of the tennis
Sunday by defeating South classic,
McAllen's Bill
African Eddie Edwards in Caldwell and Jan-Eric Palm,
straight sets, 7-f,, 6-2 and a rookie drafted by the
6-3 ..
Phoenix Racquets, of World
The tournament, the first Team Tennis defeated Haron the newly organized lingen's Roger Baker and
Rookie Pro Circuit tour, Pan American's Ricardo
was dominated by Pearson, Eynaudi 8-5, to capture the ·
who did not lose a single championship
trophy.
set in four matches. Pearson Caldwell and Palm had e.arlidefeated Brad Coleman, 6-0, er won over Eddie Sheldon
6-1 , Chris Sylvan, 6-2. 6-2, and Hugh Hyde. 8-5.
Leo Palin , 6-3, 7-f, and
The pair upset third~
Edwards en route to his seeded Richard Laymon and
championship. Pearson col- Bill Matyastik, 8-f,, in the
lected $ 1,000 for first place. quarterfinals and upset Kirk
In the finals o( men's Clark and Dale Ogden, 8-3,
doubles, former Trinity star, in the see semi-finals.
Bill Matyastik teamed up
Barbara Martin and Chris
with former University of Sylvan, whose serve i~ rated
Houston star Dale Ogden to the second fastest m the
defeat Joe Meyers and Chris world by Tennis USA magaSylvan, 6-3, 6-7, 6-4. The zine defeated Leo Palin and
two Texas pros both led Billye Martin, 8-5, to win
their teams to four consecu- the mixed pro-am doubles
tive wins over Pan American championship.
University, coached by A.
Besides Eynaudi, who
· G. Longoria, who served as ·took the consolation prize
tournament director for the in the finals of men's pro-

TilE THAT! - Peter Pearson, who captured the n t
annual Rio Grande Valley Pro Tennis Classic, shows off his
serve during the tournament held Jan. 19-23 in the Pan
American University fieldhouse. Pearson defeated Eddie
Edwards µi straight_!,ets to collect the $1,000 first prize.
.
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By Adelle Me_ry
. Joggers are seen almost
everywhere, at almost any
tpne of the day.
Persons who J·og are not
limited· to poe <:ategory.
They vary m size, shape,
age, and sex. Yet, the joggers all seem to have one
thing in common; that is,
to ~~~ U:.!~=i~inaHon and
tenacity often demonstrated
by joggers is amazing. Very
few people are willing to get
· t he
up at an absurd hour m
morning just to run around
the block a few times. Some
joggers do this regularly. As
if this isn't drastic enough,
others .often repeat their
dawn routine at night. Certainly, waking up early is
difficult enough; but to actually miss favorite TV programs reveals an earnest de.~ire to stay in_shape. As one jogger explained,
"l nearly always catch the
reruns later on in the season.

I"'
·:r

} OVER 15,IJ/ll RECORDS ';
AND TAPES
}·
TO CHOOSE FROM..~
• pap •

shows than feel fat." The
impress1on- is given that joggers are willing to sacrifice
for the sake of health:
There is one very basic
difference between the two
classes of joggers to be
found. First, there is the serious jogger. He religiously
runs his three to five miles a
day, no matter what. This
type of runner balances his
rigorous exercise with a sensible ,diet. "I'm
h not
. a health
nut,' anot er Jogger revealed.- " But, I don't like
d
to eat junk food, like can Y
or potato chips. That stuff
ain't good for anybody."
The second type ofjogger
belongs to the more typical,
ordinary person with a 10pound problem. This runner
does his thing for one simple
reason - he likes to eat. "I
can't avoid ice-cream. I've
tried everything, but the
only thing that seems to
keep off the weight is to
run. You know, it sort of

• 111Y 111&■•

Copy Deadline For
The Pan American
l s Friday At Noon
GRADUATE STUDY IN PUBLIC AFFAI RS
The Lyndon B. Johnson Schoo! of Public Affairs, The
University of Texas at Austin, offers aR interdisciplinary
raduate program which is student oriented and research
based, focusing on relevant public problems and issues,
and leads to the master's degree in public affairs.
Applications for admission and .for fellowships,
awarded on the basis of merit and need, are now being
accepted. Deadline for applications is ~arch 1.
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and Mike Martin, executive
director of The Racquet
Club, presented the trophies
to the pro-am winners.
According to A. G.
Longoria, the tournament
was a success. "This is the
best tennis ever brought
to the Valley," noted
Longoria. "This is tire third
year we've had a pro event
and it gets better and more
exciting each year." Pan
American has hosted three
pro events including two
Women's Future's tournaments and this, the first
men's tournament.
"We're very fortunate to
have the facilities needed to
hold a first-class event of
this nature here at Pan American," added Longoria. I
would think the only other
college facility for indoor
tennis, in Texas, that is better than ours is Moody
Coliseum in Dallas." The
coliseum is the home of
World Championship Tennis
and is rated the best indoor
tennis arena m tne world.

Joggers Stay In Shape·
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am doubles, two other
Broncs netters fared well in
the
tournament.
Rob
Bettauer, playing with teammate Ricardo Eynaudi, lost
to the number two seeds in
men's doubles, Joe Meyers
and Chris Sylvan.
The Broncs' Sean Sorensen lost to number two
seeded Dale Ogden in men's
singles, 7-f, and 6-3. Ogden
had to save four set points·
in
rallying
to
defeat
Sorensen. Broncs netter,
· Rob Hubbard also lost his
singles match to Leo Palin,
Finland's number one player, 6-2, 3-6, 6-3. Palin eventually reached the semifinals before losing to eventual winner Peter Pearson.
~ international group
of tennis stars were welcomed to the Valley by
Dr. J. C. Nichols, vice president· of Pan American Uniersity, who also presented
the prize money checks to
the winners and runnersup. Teatsy Lee Nichols, last
year's pro-am champion,

when I've just stuffed mvself." More people fall into
this class, than to the one
the dedicated jogger belongs
to..
There are exceptions to
every rule, though. The majority of joggers tend to run
when it's cool. Those who
run in the afternoon have to
qualify as being just a bit on
the crazy side. The sun can
be almost unbearable when
they choose to run off their
few pounds for the day.
Why do they choose this

time of day? The most common answer is because or
the heat element, weight
loss is more quickly achieved
during the middle of the
day.
Despite this, jogging can
be fun. Pick a friend and
make running a daily thing.
No.t only is it a great· way to
get in shape, it's also an easy
way to stay in shape. One
fact that has plenty of visual
evidence to support it is
that fat joggers are few and
far apart.

Intramural Volleyball
Matches Underway
Twelve teams will parti- Eleven games will. be played
cipate in men's and wo- Wendesday, Feb. 2, and the
men's intramural volleyball winners will be decided on
this semester.
Wednesday, Feb. 9.
The teams ha_ve been orThe entry . deadline for
ganized into . three leagues.
The women's teams, known co-recreational volleyball is
as the 50th Year League, 'at noon, Feb. 3, and the enare FCA, Alpha 'Phi Omega, try deadline for softooll is
Dorm Debs, Camp Spikettes Feb. 17th, also at noon.
·and HEP.
PAU!s gymnasium will be
There will be two men's
leagues, the first being Pan open for recreational activiLeague. The teams involved ties from 6-7:45 p.m., Monday thru, Thursday, ac!=ordwill be IK's, Semper No. I
and Alpha Phi Omega. The ing to Thomas Espana, disecond league, University rector of intramurals.
Exceptions to .the· above
League, consists of Semper
No. 2 Vagos, Schmoofs, and are when the Bronc basketball team plays here, and inCamp Demolition.
There we_re eight games tramural or special events
scheduled for last night. are held.

5fr'argoS la .Slr'ode
Black patent.
leather or beige. ·
28.00

A representative of t~e LBJ School will be at .

el centro

the Placement Office
Pan American University
Friday, January 28,
10 a.m. • 12 noon and 1: 15 · 3 p.m.

OUND
center

:.
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Students interested in meeting with him should contact
the Director of Placement to schedule an apPQintment.

El Central Mall

MoN.-sAT. 10-,
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--Fall Semester Honor Roll Totals 437,___
MERCEDES
Gary
Compiling Pan American
University's Honor Roll list W. Gulley, Cathey J. Hinofor the fall semester of 1976- josa, Barbara S. Miller, Ofelia
77 are 43 7 students. Of that S. Pumarejo, Maria C. Rodrinumber 99 students have a guez and Gilda Salinas.
MISSION
Jose F.
perfect or 4.0 average and
the remaining 338 have an Alvarado, Maria ·D. Becho,
honorary average ranging Condy R. Carter, Steven D.
Copold, Juana M. Honojosa,
from 3.50 to 3.99.
The following is a list Mathew W. Howard and
released by the registrar's Kathryn J. Richardson.
PHARR
Ruben R.
office by the home city.
Students with • 4.0 aver- Flores, Elva de la Garza,
Maria Y. Hernandez, and
age:
ATLANTA - John F. Jose L. Maldonado.
S. PADRE ISLAND Wilbanks.
MCALLEN
Paul Debbie A. Fassold.
RAYMONDVILLE - EsR. Barnett, Patricia A.
Bridge, William J. Bryant, tella Gomez, Karen D. Jetton
Judy C. Dorman, John L. and Patsy A. Weisser.
RIO GRANDE CITY Fitch, Joseph C. Fogarty,
Veronica V. Garza, Patri- Robert W. Mumford.
ROMA - Sylvia G. Canacia J. Gray, Tom E. Kesselring, Melecio Medina, Lo- les.
SAN BENITO - Paula
la B. Meton, Deborah L.
Nagle, Nannette M. Parker, Buenia and Elizabeth L.
Benito A. Perez, Robert Thomae.
SAN JUAN
Noel
Rios, Blanche M. Sands,
Margaret D. Sayre, George Ysaguirre.
WESLACO - William D.
Sedas, Pamela A. Slayton,
Michelle M. Sullivan, James Athas, Joyce A. Goode,
M. Wilson and Angus J. Angelita Medrano, and Nelda Salinas.
Wright.
Students with 3.50 to
ALAMO --Eddie R. Perez.
BROWNSVILLE - David 3.99 grade point average:
REYNOSA - Judy K.
S. Benn, Eduvijes Chavez
and Gerald M. Claunch, De- Hawks.
NEW CASTLE - Mary
borach R. Fish, Ruth Garza,
James L. Kieer, Linda S. Lit- A.H. Gwin.
WASKOM
Annette
tle, Mary V. Summerall, Patricia A. Keplinger and Eliza- S. Carrier.
BAYTOWN
Josefa
beth J. Williams.
DONNA - Andrew R. Diazdeleon.
FALFURRIAS - RicarKennedy and J. Scott Mcdo H. Soliz.
Lain.
PORT ARENAS - Mary
EDINBURG -- Ann M.
Sefcik, Catherine A. Boden- E. Cartwright.
ROCKPORT Hal J.
hamer, Carol B. Canon,
Sergio J. Davila, Sarah E. Basham.
CORPUS CHRISTI
Dodley, Phyllis Diane Driskill, Maria E. Esparza, Floyd William B. Harrison.
MCALLEN - Jane E.
R. Gray, Maria T. Guerra, Richard K. Houston, Arnold, Gloria H. Barragan,
Ruben R. Barrera, Linda K.
Nancy G. Hyslin, Robert
Blackwelder, Diana L. BurM.
Jackson, Adolfo G.
Martinez, Kina Martinez, ton, Dora E. Cantu, Noe
Sobeyoa I. Molina, Michelle Cantu, Judith E. Carter, EsA. Nichols, Ignacio G. Pala- ther J. Casas, Juan Castillo ,
cios, Robert L. Rogers, Glo- Elsie Chaleff, Marta Chavez,
Leticia Escobedo, Terrence
ria J. Rutledge, Peggy N.
L. Ewing, Sue C. Ferguson,
Sinder, Christer T. Strom,
Dahlila Flores, Dennis W.
Monty B. Taylor, Roy TreGogle, Margaret L. Frase,
vino and Orvil! E. Tysdal.
Jaime Fuentes, Dianira GarHARLINGEN - Karen
E. Barton, Lynn B. Dubose, cia, Jose E. Garcia, Omar C.
Garcia, Linda K. Gilbert,
Oara Gonzalez, Ann D. Hall,
Nelda Gonzalez, Mary P.
Melinda L. McDaniel, Allan
Gray, Varnum K. Hall, DiRamsaran and Carolyn W.
ana L. Hatch, Michael L.
Sparks.
Hendrickson, Joan M. HerLA VILLA - Cristina
r.era, Dorotha S. Hoeller,
Elizondo.
Jennifer J. Jennings, FernanLYFORD
- Peggy C.
do Lamas, Leo J. Leo, Omar
Nyquist.

S. Lopez, Velma E. Lopez,
Juan Mata, Alfred J. Merryman, Peggy C. Morgan,
Lowell P. Morris, Judith E.
Olivarez, Zelinda Pena, Elvira Perez, Patricia R. Quintanilla, Michael L. Ricarte,
Sandra Gail Richardson,
Charlotte N. Rolette, Marsha L. Ross, Maria E. Salinas, Martha A. Sanderson,
Mark S. Savarino, Michael
E. Seay, Karen U. Shirley,
Jeannean A. R. Spruiell,
Linda C. Tamez, Javier
Villarreal, Yolanda Villarreal, Earnest M. Wood.
ALAMO - Thelma M.
Balli, Javier Flores and Jose
G. Pena.
BROWNSVILLE - Maria
G. Cervantes, Cindy G. Childress, Yolanda A. Cisneros,
Alejandra V. Crum, Oscar
Delgado, Rogerio Garcia, Isabel C. Garza, Deborah K.
Givens, Faraon J. Gonzalez,
Beatriz Gracia, Mary E. Hernandez, Maria C. Loera,
Guillermo D. Lopez, Emelinda Martin, Leticia Ortega,
Susan W. Palmer, Irma L.
Perez, Raymundo Ramirez,
Estanislao S. Vega, Juana M.
Vega, Richard Walker, Lorraine B. Walsh, Ana M.
Rocha.
COMBES -- Jeanette M.
Neeley.
DONNA - Joanne Arnold, Anita Avila, Vidal B.
Balli, Noemi, Castillo, James
D. Deaton, Maria E. Garcia,
Lydia Handy, David E. Hill,
Timothy L. Kennedy, Jesusita D. Macias, Maria D. L.
Ovalle, Virginia Recio, Celia
Rios, Mary E. Seitz.
EDCOUCH - Darrell E.
Blevins, Barbara J. Dube, Rojelio Garza, Olga L. Saenz.
EDINBURG - Dora L.
M. Alvarado, Mark S. Ball,
Glenda K. Barrington, Steven
G. Bates, Hermila Bente,
Robert E. Bettauer, Carol
A. Calahan, Anita M. Calvillo, Diana Cardona, Heriberto
Cazares, Frank C. Champion,
Joe M. Chapa, Rebeca Chavana, Alicia Coronado, Glenn
M. Cunningham, Alberto E.
Davila, Edna De La Garza,
Janie S. Dollins, Daniel L.
Drefke, Norma K. Dufour,
Julianita
Duran, Leticia
Elizondo, Kathryn M. Estrada, Linda C. Evins, Ricardo
P. Eynaudi, Robert D.
Ratherree, Martha A. Feldtman, Leslie G. Ferguson,
Paula A. FitzgeraJd, Deetta
C. Fryer, AmaJia Garcia,

Baldemar Gil, John J. GonzaJez, Dorian R. Creer, Deborah L. Guerra, Jacqueline
K. Guerra, Elva D. Hernandez, Margit E. Hernandez,
Rosalinda Hidalgo, Michael
B. Hogan, Grace J. H. Hsu,
Juan A. Jasso, Norma L.
Longoria, Sonia Martinez,
Adamina Molina, Paul R.
Moser, Gale R. Murrell, Diana Nieto, Rachel E. Nino,
Norma E. Ochoa, Criselda
Ozuna, Mary E. Perez,
Michael A. Polinard, Letty
B. Presson, Maria H. Rangel,
James A. Richardson, Gloria
J. Saca, Lydia G. Salinas,
Lucille H. Siebenaler, Sharon
M. Slagle, Susan C. Smith,
John W. Strawn, Steven W.
Vanmatre, Lana M. Wright.
ELSA Maria E. Caceres, Osvaldo G. Cardoza,
Guadalupe Escobar, Cristella
C. Gomez, Noemi Lopez.
HARLINGEN - Deanna
L. Baker, Abel Cano, Shirley
A. Christoph, Esther Cortez,
Robert C. Cornelison, Virginia K. Cowden, Percy G.
Crowe, Ramon Espinosa,
Charles
E.
Fankhuser,
Robert Franco, Diana Garcia, Antonio Garza, Gerald
L. Gathright, Diana M. Gonzalez, Monica P. Greuner,
Maria de! Consuelo Guerra,
Cynthia T. Hooper, Byron
K. Kupplinger, Nora B. Lavender, Carlos R. Leal, Maria
G. Leon, Louis T. Lester,
Anita C. Martinez, Melva L.
Martinez, Harlan Mumme,
Mark L. Paschall, Barbara A.
Perez, James E. Pierce, Berta T. Quitana, Rosita V. Ramos, Julio C. Rodriguez,
Peggy D. Shields, Patricia M.
Vela, Doris J. Woolery, Peggy Lu Verne Zeissel.
HIDALGO -- Anna L.
Vela.
LA BLANCA -- Irma
Medrano.
LA FERIA
- George
R. Alexander, Jose A. Galvan.
LINN -- Oscar Garcia.
LOS EBANOS - Jaime
de la Garza.
LYFORD -- Eulalia J.
Garcia, Eduardo Infante,
Ollie Salinas.
MERCEDES
Pedro
R. Aguilar, Rolando Barbosa, Cynthia M. Barnes,
Jesus de la Fuente, Elisandro Garcia, Robert F. Hinds,
Carlos R. Longoria, Noemi
Martinez, Olivia Padilla, Lisellotte Pinkerton, Santiago
Ramirez, James T. Re er,

Norma E. Rivera, Ruben Salazar.
MISSION -- Elva Alaniz,
Maria L. Barrera, Bonnie D.
Bazar, Norma A. Canales,
Samson L. Candelaria, Oralia
Cardenas, Adriana B. Chapa,
Maria T. Chapa, Juanita Flores, Elvira Gandaria, Maria
G. Garcia, Roel Garcia, Blanca E. Garza, lracema Garza,
Arturo R. Gonzalez, Dora
A. Guerrero, Edward Honeycutt, Mary J. Janombek,
Bertha Marmolejo, Martha I.
Marroquin, Rhonda J. Mercer, Diana Mungia, Ramiro
Ortiz, Gilberto Perez, Ruben
Quintanilla, Dixie L. Rainey,
Amanda Lydia Rodriguez,
Brenda Saenz, Sylvia Santos,
Jacqueline S. Smith, Pedro
Trevino, Angelica Vela, Hermila Villarreal, Cassandra Z.
Walters.
PHARR - Lupe Barrera, Lynne D. Beddoe, lnalee
Blackwell, Gloria L. Cantu,
Veronica Carranza, Beatrice
Garza, Ismelda I. Gana, I.
Garza, Leslie A. Gower, Emma L. Grimaldo, Martianela
Guerra, Joyce P. Hein, Judy
C. Lee, Maria I. Neumann,
Virginia Ramirez, Ricardo
A. Salinas, Debroah L. S.
Schuster,
Angel
Serda,
Michael V. Walsh, Roselea
D. Wince.
PORT ISABEL -- Ernesto
Martinez.
RAYMONDVILLE
Delma Castaneda, Hipolito

Cordero, Baltazar Coronado,
Teresa Leal, Louanne Powers, Cynthia L. Steussy.
RIO GRANDE CITY Gloria D. Laurel, Lydia F.
Mumford.
RIO HONDO -- Michael
R. Reiff.
ROMA -- Leo L. Figueroa, Delia N. Garza, Olivia
Rodriguez.
SAN BENITO -- Diana
S. Abrego, Russell J. Bennett, Rosa G. Garcia, Vicky
H. Gonzales, Aurora Jimenez, Jose Ortiz, Maria G.
Pena, Sherril L. Ross, Vivian
L. Williams, Maria 0. Ybarra.
SAN ISIDRO •• Javier
Lopez.
SAN JUAN -- Maria T.
Cantu, Guadalupe Castilleja,
Fernando Castillo, Concepcion De Leon, Anna B. Jaime, Alma Lopez, Maria I.
Villescas.
WESLACO
ldolina
Castillo, Rosalinda Flores,
Jeanette Fortenberry, Pamela J. Krause, Dolores J. Laurel, Julian Ledesma, Juan F.
Mata, Regina L. Russell,
Richard N. Russell, John W.
Sigrist, Diana Tovar, Nancy
Villarreal,
Raymond W.
Weeks.
AUSTIN - Ricardo N.
Gonzalez.
TULIA
Jacqueline
S. Alexander.
HAYWARD - Lionel R.
Butler.
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Accutro~ .
I

815 South Closner
Edinburg, Texas

CLOSED SATURDAY

We Will Now
Be Open
On Monday
383-9162

or

383-7201

The .mos.t welco.m e 91ft
of all is a Bulova
Accutron watch So
precise 1s the Accutron
tuning fork movement
that accuracy 1s
maintained to within a
minute a month See
our full selection of
Accutron models now.
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TEO ALEXANDER. Owner
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We recommend genuine Accutron power ce11s
Other cells not meeting Accutron specifications may cause a malfunction

